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The focus of this thesis is a particular form of spatial-domain filtering that has been popular-

ized in recent years as gradient-domain filtering. Gradient-domain filters manipulate pixel

differences (e.g., first order image-gradients) in addition to pixel values of an image. The

primary motivation for filtering in the gradient domain is that gradients are low-level image

features that can be manipulated with ease in order to exert control over high-level image

features like object boundaries, scene lighting, temporal flicker, and compression noise, to

name a few.

The overarching goal of this thesis is to expand on the domain knowledge, power, and

tools available to the gradient-domain image processing community. Towards this end, we

introduce GradientShop, an optimization framework for image and video processing, which

generalizes many of the key ideas in the gradient-domain community. The utility of this

framework is demonstrated by developing several simple, elegant, and effective solutions for

challenging image processing problems.

We present Fourier analysis of the screened Poisson equation, which is shown to be equivalent

to gradient-domain problems involving a data term. Our analysis leads to a direct, exact,





and efficient solver for the problem. The analysis also reveals the structure of spatial

filters that solve the screened Poisson equation and shows gradient scaling to be a well-

defined sharpen filter, thus further expanding the general understanding of gradient-domain

filtering.

We introduce a gradient-domain technique called spacetime fusion that can be used to com-

bine the temporal richness of low resolution videos with the spatial richness of photographs,

thereby producing videos with the combined strengths of both data sources. Spacetime

fusion is also shown to be a general technique for applying image filters to videos in a tem-

porally coherently manner. The recurring approach taken to application development in this

thesis has been to leverage gradient-domain techniques in making imperfect results produced

by computer-vision algorithms like multi-view stereo and optical flow visually palatable to

humans, thereby demonstrating gradient-domain filtering to be a valuable post-processing

step for images manipulated by computer vision algorithms. We also present improvements

to computer vision algorithms like multi-view stereo, optical flow, and edge detection.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Image filtering draws its theory from many different disciplines, and it is used by a diverse

community that includes scientists, engineers, and artists. In the computer graphics and

vision community, image filters are used extensively in all the standard rendering and image

processing pipelines. In fact, image filtering is often the very first topic covered in most

introductory graphics and vision classes.

Over the years, numerous filters have been developed (e.g., sharpening, denoising, morpho-

logical operations, quantization), for tasks such as image enhancement, feature detection,

and segmentation. Most prevalent image filters directly manipulate pixel values in the spa-

tial domain or modulate frequencies in the frequency domain. Our hypothesis is that there

are three main factors that influence the adoption of a particular domain for filtering:

• Domain knowledge: The first factor is accessibility of the knowledge required to design

solutions in a domain. The easier it is for newcomers to find and understand the

domain literature, the more widespread its adoption is likely to be.

• Domain power: Secondly, certain problems are simply better tackled in a particular

domain because the solutions in this domain might be more effective, faster, simpler

to implement, or more intuitive to understand when compared to possible solutions

in other domains.

• Domain tools: Finally, the quality of tools available in a particular domain greatly

affects its adoption rate. For example, a programmer might be inclined to implement

a filter in the spatial domain for the convenience factor, since most programming lan-

guages make it easy to perform image input/output and pixel manipulation. However,

given access to good frequency-domain tools (e.g., a fast Fourier transform library)
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the same programmer might prefer to implement the filter in the frequency domain if

there are performance benefits to be had.

Gradient domain: The focus of this thesis is a particular form of spatial-domain filtering

that has been popularized in recent years as gradient-domain filtering. Gradient-domain

filters manipulate pixel differences (e.g., first order image-gradients) in addition to pixel

values of an image. The primary motivation for filtering in the gradient domain is that

gradients are integral to the way in which humans perceive images. Section 1.1 further

elaborates on the motivation behind operating in the gradient domain for image and video

processing.

Primary goal: In the last decade, the computer graphics and vision community has made

some excellent progress in expanding the domain knowledge, power, and tools available to

gradient-domain users. Unfortunately, being a relatively young subfield, the key ideas in

this literature are scattered across several seminal papers. The primary goal of this thesis

is to generalize this body of work under a common optimization framework. The hope is

that this generalized framework will make gradient-domain knowledge more accessible to

newcomers, thus allowing them to quickly gain a general understanding of the field and

contribute new ideas of their own. In addition, we hope the gradient-domain tools (e.g., the

GradientShop API [16]) released with this thesis, will foster continued research in this area.

Secondary goal: A secondary goal of this thesis is to increase adoption of the gradi-

ent domain among graphics and vision programmers by demonstrating its domain power

in designing image filters that might be unintuitive or difficult to implement in other do-

mains. Gradient-domain filtering provides an easy and intuitive way to alter the percep-

tion of an image by modifying its underlying gradient field to selectively emphasize or

de-emphasize key image features. Moreover, this thesis presents gradient-domain solutions

for several image filtering problems that have been previously pursued in other domains.

Such gradient-domain solutions can often be more effective, simpler to understand, and/or

easier to implement than their state-of-the-art counterparts in other domains.
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1.1 The motivation for gradient-domain filtering

This subsection presents two main reasons for filtering images and videos in the gradient

domain. The first one is its ability to account for certain perceptual biases of the human

visual system, which in turn allows it exert great control over the perception and interpre-

tation of images in humans. The second is its ability to modify various high-level image

features like object shape and scene lighting by making simple modifications to low-level

image features like gradients.

1.1.1 Perceptually-motivated image processing in gradient domain

The primary motivation for filtering in the gradient domain is that gradients are integral to

the way in which humans perceive images. Studies indicate that the human visual system

(HVS) does not perceive absolute pixel values, but instead relies upon local contrast and

ratios [9, 11], which more directly correlate with gradients (or gradients of logarithms) in an

image. Thus by cleverly manipulating gradients in a manner that exploits this bias of the

HVS, an algorithm can exert great control over the perception and interpretation of images

in humans.

The mark of an effective image processing algorithm is that it accounts for the perceptual

biases of the HVS. In fact, most image processing applications in the computer graphics

community can be binned into one of three broad categories based on the perceptual task

they perform – content enhancement, artifact suppression, and saliency-preserving lossy-

transformation. We have found the gradient domain to be exceptional in it’s ability to

perform perceptual image-processing tasks in all three of these categories. An understanding

of these three categories will provide the reader with a means for reasoning about and

evaluating the effectiveness of various image processing applications presented in this thesis.

Content enhancement: Applications in this category enhance image content in a manner

that is either beneficial or pleasing to the HVS. For example, image sharpening brings

out the details in an image by emphasizing edges in the image, thus making these details
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easier for the eye to pick out. Conversely, Su et al. [117] have developed a perceptually-

motivated algorithm that draws a viewer’s attention to the subject matter of an image by

de-emphasizing distracting background regions using texture power maps. In a similar vein,

Santella et al. [100] use human eye tracking to identify salient regions in an image and then

apply artistic stylizations to the image using this saliency information (See Figure 1.1).

Input image Eye-tracking data Stylized result

Figure 1.1: A content enhancement example from Santella et al. [100]. Their algorithm uses an

eye tracking system to identify regions of the input photograph that are interesting to humans. This

eye tracking data is then used by the algorithm to create a painterly rendering of the input photograph

by varying the amount of abstraction used in an image region according to the visual saliency of the

region.

Artifact suppression: These image filters are designed to suppress artifacts that are dis-

tracting to the HVS. Examples include suppression of compression artifacts in images, image

de-noising, image de-blurring, and video de-flickering. An excellent example of gradient-

domain filtering for artifact suppression is the Poisson image editing work of Pérez et

al. [94]. This work tackles a common problem with image mosaics created by stitching

together images patches from various sources. The problem arises when transition seams

between image patches detract the HVS from perceiving a mosaic as a single natural image

(see Figure 1.2b). Pérez et al.’s method creates seamless image mosaics by sacrificing the

fidelity between intensity values in the mosaic and source images, in order to reduce the

magnitude of gradients across transition seams. Since the HVS is more sensitive to inten-

sity gradients in comparison to intensity values, the tradeoff made by Pérez et al.’s method

produces perceptually pleasing image mosaics. See Figure 1.2 for an example result.
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(a) Inputs (b) Simple mosaic (c) Seamless mosaic

Figure 1.2: An artifact suppression example from Pérez et al. [94]. The input images on the left

are used to create the image mosaic shown in the center. However, the transition seams between

various source images used to create the mosaic detract from perceiving the result as a single natural

image. The Poisson image editing algorithm can suppress these transition seams by sacrificing the

color fidelity of the result to the source material.

Saliency-preserving lossy-transformation: Image filters in this category involve a

lossy transformation of an image while preserving perceptually-salient characteristics of the

image that are important to the HVS. For example, tone mapping [42] involves transforming

a high dynamic range (HDR) image to a low dynamic range (LDR) image while preserving

the local contrast of the HDR image. Thus the LDR image is able to convey most of the

fine details present in the HDR image despite the loss of dynamic range in the display.

The Color2Gray algorithm of Gooch et al. [54] is a great example of saliency-preserving

transformation enabled by gradient-domain filtering. Color2Gray transforms a color image

to grayscale by removing color from the input image while trying to reproduce the color

contrast of the input in the grayscale result. This color contrast is often lost in the standard

color to gray conversion, which can adversely affect the interpretation of the grayscale result

as shown in Figure 1.3.
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Color image Photoshop result Color2Gray result

Figure 1.3: An example of saliency-preserving lossy-transformation from Gooch et al. [54]. The

Color2Gray algorithm converts the color image shown on the left to the grayscale result show on the

right in a manner that preserves the color contrast of the original. The loss of color contrast in

standard grayscale conversion (middle) can sometimes hinder the interpretation of grayscale images.

In this example the sunset is completely lost in the result produced by standard grayscale conversion

(middle).

1.1.2 High-level control over images in gradient domain

Pixel gradients, like pixel values, give rise to high-level image features. However, unlike pixel

values, local modifications to pixel gradients can produce global changes in an image. Thus,

gradient-domain filtering gives applications the power to modify high-level image features

by making simple, local modifications to gradients that give rise to these features.

For example, Figure 1.4(a) shows an image with a vertical edge separating two halves with

different pixel values. Let us consider an application that wants to modify the contrast

across this edge. In the spatial domain, this application would have to modify contrast

by modifying all pixel values in either the left, or the right, half of the image. In other

words, when operating at pixel-level this application has to modify nearly all the pixels in

the image. However, when operating in the gradient domain this application would only

need to modify local pixel gradients that lie across the edge as shown in Figure 1.4. Pixel

values that correspond to these gradient modifications can be obtained using one of many

applicable optimization techniques, some of which are presented in Chapters 3 and 4 of this
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.4: An example of gradient-domain filtering. (a) An image with a vertical edge separating

two image halves with different pixel values. The gradient magnitude between pixels in columns 1 and

2 is 100. When an application wants to modify the contrast across this edge it simply has to modify

the gradients that lie across the edge. (b) Increasing the magnitude of these gradients increases

contrast. (c) Conversely, decreasing the gradient magnitude decreases contrast.

thesis.

This ability to specify high-level changes in an image by modifying local gradients can be

incredibly useful when an application can roughly identify the local gradients that give rise

to the high-level feature. For example, the algorithm presented in Chapter 3 uses a long edge

detector to identify salient gradients in an image, which are then used to selectively sharpen

salient objects in an image or render the image in a non-photorealistic way. Example results

are shown in Figure 1.5. Finlayson et al. [44] suppressed shadows in an image by zeroing

large luminance gradients in regions of constant chromaticity, which usually correlate to

gradients that give rise to shadows in images. Gradients also give rise to other high-level

features like surface texture, object shape, and scene lighting. In fact, makeup artists often

rely on their intuitive understanding of gradients in relation to object shape to influence

the perceived shape of human faces. The basic idea used by makeup artists is to apply

shading and highlighting in order to make the underlying face appear oval in shape, which

is considered to be the ideal shape of a human face. See Figure 1.6.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.5: Examples of gradient-domain image processing from Bhat et al. [23]. (a) Input image in

which salient gradients are identified by detecting long edges (Chapter 3). These salient gradients can

then be selectively modified to achieve effects like (b) saliency sharpening and (c) non-photorealistic

rendering.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.6: An example of a makeup artist using shading and highlighting in order to make the

underlying face appear oval in shape, which is considered to be the ideal shape of a human face.

However, it should be noted that other aesthetic changes in the hair style, head pose, scene lighting,

and focal length also add to the perceived transformation. Images courtesy of Robert Jones [68].
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1.2 Our approach to image and video processing

The overarching approach we have taken to image and video processing in this thesis can

be summarized as the following two step process:

• identify relevant gradients using computer-vision techniques, and then

• process these gradients using gradient-domain techniques to create the desired effect.

This approach exploits both the core strengths of gradient-domain filtering discussed in

Section 1.1. As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, gradient-domain techniques can be used to

modify high-level features in an image as long as the individual gradients that give rise

to these features can be identified. The applications presented in this thesis use various

computer-vision techniques to identify gradients that are relevant to the task at hand, which

are then processed by a gradient-domain technique to create the desired effect. For example,

our ‘using photographs to enhance videos’ work (Chapter 5) uses structure-from-motion and

multi-view stereo algorithms to identify high resolution gradients in input photographs that

can be transferred to corresponding regions in a low resolution video. Our GradientShop

work (Chapter 3) uses a long edge detector to identify salient gradients in an image, which

can then be creatively modified to create various effects like saliency sharpening and non-

photorealistic rendering.

Section 1.1.1 also illustrates the inherent power of gradient-domain techniques for perceptual

image processing. Our two-step approach for image processing leverages this power to

make the imperfect results produced by computer-vision algorithms visually palatable to

humans. In this case, gradient-domain techniques are used to suppress or hide the artifacts

commonly seen in images processed by computer-vision techniques. The spacetime fusion

algorithm introduced in Chapter 5 uses gradient-domain techniques to create the illusion of

a natural, temporally-coherent video even though the resulting video has been created by

approximately stitching together photographs and videos from different sources.

The remainder of this thesis proposal is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes prior

work relevant to this thesis. Appendix A introduces terminology and definitions common
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to the remaining chapters. Chapter 3 presents a gradient-domain optimization framework

for general image and video processing. A Fourier analysis of the screened Poisson equation

leads to an efficient solver for gradient-domain problems in Chapter 4. Chapters 5 and 6

discuss two major applications we have developed using our image processing approach –

namely, ‘using photographs to enhance videos’ and ‘stabilizing appearance in image sets’.

Chapter 7 concludes with a discussion of contributions and future work.
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Chapter 2

RELATED WORK

The work described in this thesis takes a two-pronged approach to image processing: (1) com-

pute image properties like depths, correspondences, and edges using various computer-vision

techniques, and then (2) use these image properties to identify and selectively process local

gradients that are relevant to the high-level task at hand. This chapter reviews relevant work

in two areas: gradient-domain techniques for image filtering (Section 2.1), and computer

vision techniques for image and video enhancement (Section 2.2). Given the topic of this

thesis, the emphasis in this chapter will be on relating previous work on gradient-domain

techniques to the new work presented in the thesis.

2.1 Gradient-domain techniques for image filtering

Chapter 3 presents an optimization framework called GradientShop for general gradient-

domain image and video filtering. GradientShop unifies many of the previous works on

gradient-domain image filtering under a general optimization framework. This section will

review prior gradient-domain techniques that are most relevant to the GradientShop work.

However, for a more extensive introduction to the gradient-domain literature, the reader is

referred to Agrawal and Raskar’s [4] excellent ICCV course on the topic. Most of the work

discussed in this section maps high-level image-processing tasks to the selective manipulation

of image and video gradient-fields in order to create the desired effect. Section 2.1.1 discusses

prior work on the problem of recovering images and videos that best approximate a desired

gradient field, which is sometimes referred to as the gradient-field integration problem.

Algorithms for gradient-field integration allow applications to specify two or more first-

order spatial derivates (e.g., partial x and y derivative) of the result and then find a real

image that best approximates the desired gradient field using a metric like the L2-norm.
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In the case of video filtering the application specifies one or more temporal derivatives in

addition to the two spatial derivatives. In Chapter 4 we present an exact and efficient

Fourier-domain solution for best approximating gradient fields that also have a data term

(i.e., a zeroth-order term).

One of the first gradient-domain image filters was proposed by Fattal et al. [42] to tackle

the problem of displaying images with high dynamic range (HDR) on standard computer

displays, which have much a lower dynamic range in comparison to most real-world scenes

captured by HDR images. Fattal et al. used a pure gradient-field integration approach (i.e.,

no data or zeroth-order term) to attenuate large scale gradients in the input image and

then solve for an image that best approximates this attenuated gradient field, thus allowing

the resulting image to convey fine details present in the input image within a compressed

dynamic range.

Perez et al. [94] used a pure gradient-field integration approach to create seamless image

composites. See Figure 1.2 for an example result from their paper. Their approach is similar

to the technology used in Adobe Photoshop’s ‘healing brush’, the details of which were later

published in an ECCV 2006 paper [52]. Perez et al.’s algorithm copies the gradients from a

source image region onto a target region selected by the user. This modified gradient field

is then integrated while keeping pixel colors outside the target region fixed using Dirichlet

boundary conditions, making the patch boundary hard to perceive in the result. Levin et

al. [81] used a similar approach for seamless image stitching. Levin et al. also showed

that their work could be used for de-blocking compressed images. Section 3.5.4, presents a

similar method for image de-blocking that additionally includes zeroth-order terms in the

optimization to significantly improve the de-blocking quality.

Levin et al. [80] proposed a gradient-domain technique for interpolating colors from a sparse

set of user-drawn color scribbles over a grayscale image in order to transform it into a

photorealistic color image. Lischinski et al. [84] showed that Levin’s method can also be

used to interpolate various local edits such as modifications to colors, tonal values, and white

balance of the image. These methods interpolate user-specified data over the image in a

piecewise-smooth manner with respect to the underlying gradient field of the luminance
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image. Section 3.5.5 presents a simple improvement to these methods that significantly

reduces data bleeding across faint edges by leveraging a edge-length based measure for local

gradient saliency (Section 3.4).

In their Color2Gray paper, Gooch et al. [54] demonstrate a rather interesting application

of gradient-domain techniques. They investigate the problem of converting a color image

to grayscale while preserving the color saliency that is often lost in the standard color to

gray mapping (i.e., isoluminant colors mapping to the same gray value). This work uses no

zeroth-order terms in its optimization. However, unlike most gradient domain techniques,

this technique employs more than two first-order terms for each pixel in the optimization

(i.e., each pixel has constraints defined with respect to an entire patch of pixels surrounding

it). See Figure 1.3 for an example result.

Orzan et al. [92] used a gradient-based approach to convert photographs into abstract rendi-

tions that capture their salient features. They analyzed the multiscale output of the Canny

edge detector to determine both edge importance (measured by its lifetime along the scale

axis) and the characteristic edge scale. Section 3.5.2 proposes a filter for non-photorealistic

rendering that in comparison to Orzan’s method uses zeroth order terms, a different edge

saliency measure, and is temporally consistent when applied to videos. A more detailed

comparison is provided in Section 3.5.2.

Agrawal et al. [7] proposed a gradient projection technique to fuse gradients obtained from

ambient and flash images in a manner that produces well-lit images without strong high-

lights. Later Agrawal et al. [5] generalized this work to a class of edge-suppressing operations

on images. Agrawal et al. [6] further studied the problem of robust surface reconstruction

from a non-integrable gradient field. In this last work, Agrawal et al. explored several differ-

ent weighting schemes, including but not limited to robust statistics like M-estimators, for

robustly satisfying gradient constraints. Section 3.2.2 proposes a simple weighting scheme

that is well-suited to finding robust solutions to the problem of integrating filtered gradient-

fields. Black et al.’s [25] work is a great resource on the relationship between robust statistics

and problems similar to gradient-field integration like anisotropic diffusion.
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Drori et al. [38] and Wang et al. [130] augmented gradient-domain techniques for image fil-

tering with temporal gradient constraints defined along the time axis in order to filter videos.

However, defining temporal constraints straight along the time axis causes the result video

to suffer from motion trails and color bleeding when the input video contains significant

motion. Levin et al. [80] used motion-compensated temporal gradient constraints to reduce

the amount of user input required to process a video using gradient-domain techniques.

Chapter 5 introduces the spacetime fusion algorithm, which fuses temporal gradients de-

fined along correspondence vectors from one video with the spatial gradients from another

video in order to combine the temporal characteristics of the former with the spatial charac-

teristics of the latter without introducing motion trails or color bleeding in the result. The

GradientShop work (Chapter 3) uses similar motion-compensated temporal-constraints to

encourage the temporal characteristics of the input video (e.g., temporal coherence, illumi-

nation changes) to be enforced in the filtered result. Thus, the GradientShop work decouples

the task of defining new gradient-domain filters from the task of applying these filters to a

video coherently.

The GradientShop work (Chapter 3) is most similar to the work of Zeng et al. [142], which

proposes a variational model for image editing. Similar to our work, Zeng et al. demonstrate

the utility of using a data term in gradient-domain problems. Zeng et al. apply their data

term to create a sharpen filter in the gradient domain and improve the results of previous

gradient-domain filters like Perez et al.’s [94] Poisson image editing work.

2.1.1 Solving gradient-domain problems

A large class of gradient-field integration problems that arise in vision and graphics appli-

cations map to solving the Poisson equation, which can be solved efficiently using various

techniques like linear least squares [118], fast fourier transforms [116], and fast marching

methods [61]. Simchony et al. [107] describe a number of such applications in vision including

shape-from-shading, the lightness problem, and optical flow. The problem of integrability

of normals, in addition to shape-from-shading, is important in photometric stereo [63] and
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Helmholtz stereo [143]. In computer graphics, gradient-domain methods have become an

essential tool in the image processing toolbox. Examples include tone-mapping of high

dynamic range images [42], Poisson image editing [94], and digital photomontage [2].

Chapter 4 shows how a larger class of gradient-field integration problems, that involve a

data term in addition to the standard gradient terms, maps to solving the screened Poisson

equation. A Fourier-analysis of this equation leads to an exact and efficient solution for this

class of gradient-domain problems. The introduction of a data function term is less common,

though it is a natural extension and is getting increasing attention. An early example is given

by Horn for shape-from-shading, in the form of a term that minimizes the difference between

the reflectance map and image irradiance, along with the surface gradient [64]. Several

papers combine depth information with normals to improve depth map reconstruction [65,

89, 90]. Lischinski et al. [84] apply strokes as data constraints for gradient-based scattered

data interpolation. The GradientShop work (Chapter 3), introduces a variety of image

operations based on gradients and data images to enable new image and video processing

filters like saliency sharpening, suppressing block artifacts in compressed images, and non-

photorealistic rendering. All of these methods take a linear (weighted or unweighted) least

squares approach to representing and solving their problems. Agrawal et al. [8] explore

a wide space of formulations (some of them non-linear) for surface reconstruction that

includes the possibility of a data term. Agrawal’s thesis [3] is an excellent survey of surface

reconstruction techniques from gradients. Chapter 4 analyzes the gradients plus data term

using a formulation that corresponds to unweighted least squares, but the analysis is done

in the Fourier domain, which leads to a fast and exact solver.

Linear least squares techniques are among the most common approaches to solving problems

described above. Szeliski [118] provides a nice summary of these approaches. A particular

advantage of these approaches is their flexibility in modeling irregularly shaped domains

and spatially varying weights. Agarwala [1] develops a quad-tree based solution for gradient

domain compositing with uniform weights. A number of problems have a regular domain

and uniform weights. Additional solvers include the fast marching method for integrating

surface normals, introduced by Ho et al. [61] and the streaming multigrid method of Kazhdan
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and Hoppe [71]. Frankot and Chellapa [47] approached the same problem using a Fourier

basis, and others have adopted cosine basis for their particular boundary conditions [47][51].

These latter approaches fall into the category of fast Poisson solvers [116]. Chapter 4 uses a

similar Fourier approach to solve the problem of gradient-domain integration that includes

a data term.

Weiss [133] provides a method for computing a discrete spatial filter that minimizes squared

differences between filtered versions of an image and corresponding inputs. In comparison,

our analysis in Chapter 4 focuses on the continuous problem, specifically variational and

Fourier analysis of the screened Poisson equation.

2.2 Computer-vision techniques for image and video enhancement

While the main focus of this thesis is on gradient-domain techniques for image and video

filtering, the work presented in this thesis also involves the use and development of com-

puter vision techniques that can guide the application of gradient-domain techniques in the

absence of user input. For example, Section 3.4 introduces a novel long-edge detector whose

output is used as a measure for local gradient saliency in the GradientShop work. Chapter 5

presents a large-scale application developed using our image processing approach – namely

enhancing low quality videos using a few high quality photographs of the same scene. While

our video enhancement work results in new gradient-domain techniques for video processing,

it also leads to a state-of-art multi-view stereo algorithm specifically designed to be used

in image-based rendering applications. This section will briefly summarize related work on

vision techniques for multi-view stereo and image/video enhancement.

Core vision algorithms: The two core algorithms in our video enhancement system

(Chapter 5) are multi-view stereo (MVS) and image-based rendering (IBR), which have

many antecedents. Stereo continues to be an active area of research for both two-views [102]

and multiple views [104]; our MVS algorithm is an extension of the algorithm proposed by

Zitnick et al. [145]. Image-based rendering and novel-view interpolation [69] also continue to

receive considerable attention; Section 5.4 introduces a novel IBR approach that uses both
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graph-cuts [26] and gradient-domain compositing [94] while taking motion into account.

Our graphcuts compositing algorithm preserves high-frequency details of the images used

for reconstruction (e.g., photographs) while our gradient-domain compositing algorithm

hides spatial and temporal seams between the source imagery used to construct the result

video. Moreover, if the camera path of the output video matches the camera path of the

input video then our IBR algorithm can also incorporate view-and-time dependent lighting

effects seen in the input video.

Spatial and temporal super-resolution using multiple low-resolution inputs: These

techniques perform spatial super-resolution by first aligning multiple low-resolution images

of a scene at sub-pixel accuracy to a reference view [66, 103, 39]. The aligned images can

then be used to reconstruct the reference view at a higher spatial resolution. The same idea

can be applied in the temporal domain by using sub-frame-rate shifts across multiple low

temporal resolution videos of a scene to perform temporal super-resolution [105, 134, 135].

The techniques in this class rely on the assumption that the low-resolution inputs are

undersampled and contain aliasing. However, most cameras usually bandlimit the high fre-

quencies in a scene to minimize such aliasing, which severely limits the amount of resolution

enhancement that can be achieved using such techniques. Lin et al. [83] have studied the

fundamental limits of these techniques and found their magnification factor to be at most

1.6 in practical conditions. Also, the reliance of these methods on static scenes or multi-

ple video cameras currently limits the practicality of these methods. We overcome these

limitations by using data from a consumer-level hybrid camera to handle dynamic scenes.

Temporal resolution enhancement: For temporal resolution enhancement, most tech-

niques [33, 32, 139, 35] compute motion correspondences using optical flow and perform

a weighted average of motion-compensated frames assuming linear motion between corre-

spondences. However, since the intermediate frame is generated as a weighted average of

the two warped images, any errors in the correspondences can result in artifacts such as

ghosting, blurring and flickering in the final result. We use a similar technique for generat-

ing correspondences, but employ a graph-cut compositing and a spacetime gradient-domain

compositing process to reduce the artifacts caused by inaccurate correspondences.
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Learning-based techniques for image/video enhancement: These regression based

techniques [49] learn a mapping between a patch of upsampled low-resolution pixels and

the corresponding high-resolution pixel at the center of the patch to create a dictionary

of patch-pairs. The high resolution image is synthesized using the patch of low-resolution

pixels surrounding every pixel in the input to infer the corresponding high-resolution pixel

from the dictionary. Often, the synthesis also incorporates some smoothness prior to avoid

artifacts that commonly arise from relying on regression alone. Bishop et al. [24] proposed a

similar technique for enhancing videos with the patch-pairs from previously enhanced video

frame also added to the dictionary which helps in temporal coherence. In comparison to

these techniques, our method for video enhancement requires no prior learning.

Combining stills with videos: The technique for video enhancement presented in Chap-

ter 5 can best be described as reconstructing the high-resolution spacetime video using a

few high-resolution photographs for rendering and a low-resolution video to guide the recon-

struction and the rendering. Chapter 5 first presents a system for enhancing low-resolution

videos of a static scene using multi-view stereo to compute correspondences between the

low-resolution video and the high-resolution photographs. Later in the same chapter this

technique is extended to handle dynamic scenes by using optical flow to compute correspon-

dences.

Sawhney et al. [101] use a stereo camera which captures two synchronized videos, one at

the desired high resolution and the second at a low resolution. They use stereo based IBR

techniques to increase spatial the resolution of the second sequence by combining the two

hybrid resolution streams. Compared to our method, this method is more restrictive as it

needs to capture one video at high spacetime resolution and it requires multiple synchronized

cameras.

MPEG video coding works on a similar domain by storing keyframes at full resolution and

using block-based motion vectors to predict the intermediate frames. Results produced

by our system for video enhancement outperforms MPEG-based frame prediction schemes

since our system uses per-pixel flow estimation and a high quality rendering algorithm that

suppresses artifacts in regions with faulty flow estimates.
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The method proposed by Watanabe et al. [132] works on similar input data as our method

(i.e., a low-resolution video with a few intermittent high-resolution frames). Each high-

resolution frame is used to propagate the high frequency information to the low-resolution

frames using a DCT fusion step. Nagahara et al. [88] also take a similar approach but use

feature tracking instead of motion compensation. These methods generate each video frame

independently and therefore are prone to temporal incoherence artifacts. See Section 5.7.3

for a comparison of Watanabe et al.’s work to our method.
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Chapter 3

GRADIENTSHOP: A GRADIENT-DOMAIN OPTIMIZATION
FRAMEWORK FOR IMAGE & VIDEO FILTERING

This chapter presents an optimization framework for exploring gradient-domain solutions

for image and video processing1. The proposed framework unifies many of the key ideas in

the gradient-domain literature under a single optimization formulation. The hope is that

this generalized framework will allow the reader to quickly gain a general understanding of

the field and contribute new ideas of their own.

We propose a novel metric for measuring local gradient-saliency that identifies salient gra-

dients that give rise to long, coherent edges, even when the individual gradients are faint.

We present a general weighting-scheme for gradient-constraints that improves the visual

appearance of results. We also provide a solution for applying gradient-domain filters to

videos and video streams in a coherent manner.

Finally, we demonstrate the utility of our formulation in creating effective yet simple to im-

plement solutions for various image-processing tasks. To exercise our formulation we have

created a new saliency-based sharpen filter and a pseudo image-relighting application. We

also revisit and improve upon previously defined filters such as non-photorealistic render-

ing, image de-blocking, and sparse data interpolation over images (e.g., colorization using

optimization).

1 The work described in this chapter was originally presented as a technical report [22] and then as a
paper [23] at ACM Transactions on Graphics (at appear). The results shown in this chapter are best
viewed in video format which can be found on the project website [16].
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(a) Input image (b) Saliency-sharpening filter (c) Pseudo-relighting filter (d) NPR filter

(e) Compressed input-image (f) De-blocking filter (g) User input for colorization (h) Colorization filter

Figure 3.1: The figure shows some of the image-enhancement filters we have created using the

GradientShop optimization-framework. GradientShop has been designed to allow applications to

explore gradient-domain solutions for various image processing problems.

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present GradientShop, an optimization framework for expressing gradient-

domain solutions to image and video processing problems. GradientShop allows applications

to tackle challenging image processing problems by simply specifying zeroth-order con-

straints (i.e., desired pixel values) and first-order constraints (i.e., desired pixel-gradients

over space and time) in the optimization to compute the desired result.

Applications can exert further control by specifying weights for individual constraints, which

are incorporated into GradientShop’s weighted least-squares solver. Applications may spec-

ify their own weighting scheme or, optionally, use GradientShop’s general weighting scheme

that has been designed to automatically improve the visual quality of results for most ap-

plications when compared to results obtained when using a uniform weighting scheme (i.e.,

when using a standard, unweighted least-squares optimization).

Gradient-domain filters, when applied independently to individual frames in a video of-
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ten suffer from flickering and temporal-incoherence artifacts. Our framework decouples

the task of defining gradient-domain image filters from the task of applying these filters

to a video coherently. GradientShop uses motion-compensated temporal constraints to

cause the temporal characteristics of the input video (e.g., temporal coherence, illumina-

tion changes) to be enforced in the filtered result. In the case of video streams where all

video frames are not avaliable at once, GradientShop filters an incoming video frame while

enforcing temporal constraints to the previously filtered video frame, thus helping alleviate

the temporal-incoherence problem of filtering video streams.

In addition, we present a new measure for local gradient saliency that allows applications

to better process and define gradient constraints. Our saliency measure is motivated by

human perception studies that have shown long coherent edges in an image, even when

faint, are perceptually salient to the HVS [12, 40]. In previous methods the saliency of

a local gradient is often approximated by its magnitude as in Lischinski et al. [84] or by

a response to a local filter as in Levin et al. [80]. However, certain pixel gradients, even

when faint, give rise to long coherent edges which demarcate object boundaries, shadows,

surface creases, and other significant visual artifacts. To measure the perceptual importance

of such gradients, our framework accounts for the length of the underlying dominant edge

at each pixel and its local orientation. Thus we allow applications to use this length and

orientation information to better estimate the saliency of local gradients when processing

them. Needless to say, an application may choose to ignore our saliency measure or augment

it by using an application-specific saliency detector like a face detector.

Finally, we show how several image processing tasks can be effectively expressed in our

formulation. Among the many applications we explore include saliency sharpening, pseudo-

relighting, de-blocking, sparse data interpolation over images (e.g., colorization), and non-

photorealistic rendering. Using our framework, most filters that can be applied to a single

image can also be automatically applied to videos coherently by enforcing simple first-order

constraints along flow lines across time.

In summary, the contributions presented in this chapter include:
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• a general framework for exploring gradient-domain solutions for image & video filter-

ing,

• a novel edge-length based measure for local gradient saliency,

• a general weighting scheme for gradient constraints that improves the visual appear-

ance of results,

• a solution for applying gradient-domain filters to videos and video streams in a coher-

ent manner, and

• a demonstration of our formulation in creating new, and improving upon existing,

image and video processing applications.

3.2 Optimization formulation for image processing

In this section we introduce our optimization formulation for image processing. In section 3.3

we extend this formulation to accommodate video processing.

The task of an image filter is to take an input image u and transform it into the final

image f . Our formulation simplifies the task of writing image processing applications that

can be expressed as an energy function involving zeroth and first order terms of the image

f (i.e., Equation 3.2). For each pixel in f the application is allowed to specify a single

zeroth-order constraint (i.e., desired pixel value) and two first order constraints (i.e., desired

pixel gradients). The application can also to specify a weight for each constraint in the

optimization.

An application that wishes to use our formulation has to define a function of the following

form:

Z(u, · · · )→ [d, g, w] (3.1)

Inputs: The function Z takes as input the unfiltered image u and any metadata (e.g.,

parameter values, selection masks, edge statistics) which Z may choose to use in its com-
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putation. These application-specific inputs to Z will be described in further detail in the

applications section (Section 3.5). The input image u may contain multiple channels (e.g.,

RGB, YUV, etc). However for simplicity of exposition we will treat u as a single-channel

image in this section since each corresponding channel in the result f is solved for indepen-

dently in practice.

Outputs: The function Z returns three images – [d, g, w]. The image d is a single-channel

image that provides the data constraint for each pixel in f . The image g is a two-channel

image where channels gx and gy specify the desired x-derivative and y-derivative of f re-

spectively. The image w is a three-channel image where channels wd, wx, and wy provide

the weights for constraints in d, gx, and gy respectively.

The final result f is generated by minimizing the following energy function:

E(f) =
∑
p∈f

Ed(p) + Eg(p) (3.2)

where p is a pixel in f , Ed is our data cost function, and Eg is our gradient cost function.

The energy terms Ed and Eg are quadratic functions defined as follows:

Ed(p) = wd(p) [f(p)− d(p)]2 (3.3)

and

Eg(p) = wx(p) [fx(p)− gx(p)]2 + wy(p) [fy(p)− gy(p)]2 , (3.4)

where fx and fy denote the x and y derivative of the final image f .

Thus, the energy terms Ed and Eg are the squared errors between the desired values specified

by the function Z and the actual values of the final image f . Each constraint also has a

corresponding weight, wd for the zeroth-order ‘data’ constraints and wx and wy for the

gradient constraints. These weights control the amount of influence a constraint should

have on the final image. As shown later, several effects can be achieved by varying these

weights, including sparse data interpolation and the suppression of haloing artifacts common

to gradient-domain techniques. Individual weights can also be set to zero to completely

disable the effect of the corresponding constraint on the result.
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Since our energy function E is quadratic, its minima can be found using standard, weighted

least-squares techniques like the conjugate-gradient method [106]. To increase the runtime

performance of the solver, various preconditioners may be used to better condition the

optimization [119]. Bhat et al. [15] have proposed a fast Fourier-domain solver that can

used to solve filters that do not use spatially vary weights for the constraints (i.e., wd, wx,

and wy are not used). Recently McCann and Pollard [86] showed that a GPU accelerated

conjugate-gradient solver can minimize energy functions like ours in real-time for megapixel-

sized images.

For quick reference to the terms defined in this section see the glossary in Appendix A.

3.2.1 A simple sharpen-Filter

To build the reader’s intuition for image processing using zeroth and first order constraints

and to provide further familiarity with our notation, in this subsection we will define a

simple sharpen-filter Zsharpen using our formulation. This gradient-domain sharpen filter

was first defined by Zeng et al. [142] and was later proved by Bhat et al. [15] to subsume

the Laplacian sharpen-filter (i.e., f = u− λO2u) commonly used in image processing. The

outputs of Zsharpen are defined as follows:

d(p) = u(p); gx(p) = cs · ux(p); gy(p) = cs · uy(p);

wd(p) = c1; wx(p) = 1; wy(p) = 1

Here, the parameter cs is a scalar constant set to a value greater than one. The sharpening

behaviour of Zsharpen has an intuitive interpretation. To increase the local contrast of the

input image the filter function Zsharpen sets the desired gradients of the result (i.e., gx and

gy) to the gradients of the input (i.e., ux and uy) multiplied by a scaling factor cs. The

desired pixel-values of the result are set to the input image (i.e., d = u). Setting the

data constraints to the input image ensures the final result does not drift too far from the
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input image. Without the use of these this data constraint, the optimization would satisfy

the gradient constraints by simply multiplying the input image by the scaling factor [i.e.,

f = cs · u]. The spatial extent of the sharpening kernel is a function of the ratio between

the gradient scale factor and the data weight (i.e. cs/c1).

An example result of this sharpen filter can be seen in Figure 3.5.

3.2.2 A robust weighting scheme

The L2-norm is well known to be sensitive to outliers. This sensitivity causes the energy

function Eg to produce visually unappealing results, because it prefers several small errors

instead of a few large errors caused by local constraints (i.e., a desired gradient or pixel value)

that are difficult to satisfy (i.e., outliers). The L2-norm reacts an outlier by distributing

the error over a large region around the outlier, which can result in haloing or pinching

artifacts in regions where the desired gradient field g is hard to satisfy (see the example in

Figure 3.2).

One solution to this problem is to use a more robust metric such as the L1-norm, which

would require slower, more complicated optimization techniques like linear programming,

or iteratively re-weighted least squares (IRLS). Later in this section we compare against the

IRLS algorithm, which is a general method for minimizing a robust norm (e.g., L1-norm) by

solving successive weighted least squares problems. The method begins by weighting each

constraint uniformly. In each successive weighted least squares problem the solution from

the previous problem is used to down-weight the outliers.

Instead, we introduce an alternative technique that involves solving a single weighted least

squares problem. By applying the appropriate weights wx and wy to our gradient con-

straints, the visual artifacts mentioned above can be considerably mitigated. While an

application may choose to define its own weights, we provide a default weighting function

for the gradient constraints that works well for most applications.

Our robust weighting function is based on the simple prior that the gradient field of f is
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.2: This figure shows the effect our robust weighting function has on the quality of the

saliency sharpen filter defined in section 3.5.1. (a) Input image. (b) Image saliency sharpened

with uniform weighting; notice the severe haloing artifacts on the woman’s face and neck. (c) Image

saliency sharpened using our robust weighting. (d) IRLS result after solving ten weighted least-squares

problems. See Figure 3.10 for a similar comparison with the NPR filter and pseudo re-lighting filter.
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likely to deviate from g (thus leading to large errors in the L2-norm) in regions where g

deviates heavily from the gradient field of u. By reducing the weights of these constraints

we can lower their influence on the resulting image. The weighting functions are defined as

follows:

wx =
1

(|ux − gx|+ 1)b
(3.5)

wy =
1

(|uy − gy|+ 1)b
(3.6)

Here the parameter b controls the sensitivity of Equation 3.4 to outliers and is typically set

between 5 and 9; appendix B lists the value of parameter b used by various filters presented

in this chapter. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the effect our robust weighting scheme has on the

visual quality of the saliency sharpening filter (described in Section 3.5.1).

Figures 3.2 and 3.10 show the effect our robust weighting-function has on the quality of var-

ious filters presented in this chapter. Figure 3.2 shows a qualitative comparison of our single

weighted least squares method to that produced by the IRLS method after it has solved ten

weighted least-squares problems. In this example, our result looks visually identical to the

result produced by IRLS, which took ten times longer to compute.

3.3 Generalization of the formulation to videos

To process an input video u using a filter function Z defined using the image formulation

in Section 3.2, one could apply Z to each video frame independently. Unfortunately, the

resulting video f generated using this approach often suffers from flickering artifacts and

therefore looks temporally incoherent.

To alleviate this temporal incoherence problem we are going to use a technique proposed

by Bhat et al. [21]. Bhat et al. showed that fusing temporal gradients defined along motion

correspondence vectors from one video with the spatial gradients from another video can be

used to combine the temporal characteristics of the former with the spatial characteristics of

the later. We use similar motion-compensated temporal constraints to cause the temporal

characteristics of the input video (e.g., temporal coherence, illumination changes) to be
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enforced in the filtered result. Thus, our formulation decouples the task of defining a new

image filter from the task of applying that filter to a video coherently.

In addition to the input video, our framework requires as input a set of motion vectors

between each consecutive pair of video frames. These vectors are used to define the temporal

constraints in the optimization. Although optical flow remains a difficult research problem,

we have empirically found that if good motion vectors are available for 50-60% of the

pixels and confidence values are available for the motion vectors, then our method produces

temporally coherent results. For the streaming video results (Section 3.3.1) we rely on the

blockwise motion vectors encoded in the video, which are obtained directly from the video

decoder [122]. For all other results shown in the supplementary video [17], we use the optical

flow algorithm proposed by Sand and Teller [99] to generate motion vectors.

As in the image processing case, the application’s filter function Z is used to obtain the

desired spatial constraints (i.e., d, gx, gy) for each video frame. However, in the video pro-

cessing case, for every pixel in the video an additional first-order constraint gv is used to

influence what we call the flow gradient. The flow gradient is the difference between a pixel

and its motion-compensated neighbor in the previous frame, and is computed as follows:

uv = u(x, y, t)− u(x+ vx, y + vy, t− 1) (3.7)

Here the coordinate (x, y, t) gives the location of p in u and (vx, vy) is a motion vector that

maps p to its corresponding pixel in the previous video frame. Thus (x+ vx, y + vy, t− 1)

gives the coordinate of this corresponding pixel.

The value of the desired flow gradients (i.e., the temporal constraints specified by gv) is

computed as a function Zv of the corresponding flow gradient in the original video, i.e.

gv(p) = Zv(uf (p)) (Equation 3.10).

Adding these constraints to our energy function E(f), we get:

E(f) =
∑
p∈f

Ed(p) + Eg(p) + Ev(p). (3.8)

Similar to the data and gradient energy functions, Ev(p) is defined as:
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Ev(p) = wv(p) [fv(p)− gv(p)]2 (3.9)

gv(p) = Zv(uv(p)) (3.10)

where fv(p) represents the flow gradient in the result at pixel p. The term wv(p) controls

the weight given to p’s temporal constraint (i.e., gv(p)). A typical choice is to set wv(p) to

the confidence in the accuracy of p’s motion vector thus effectively disabling the temporal

constraints in regions with bad motion vectors. In all our experiments Zv was set to the

identity function thus causing the result video f to mimic the temporal behaviour of the

input video u – that is the result video preserves the temporal coherence and lighting changes

seen in the input video. However, application designers may choose to modify the behaviour

of Zv to better suit their needs.

3.3.1 Generalization to streaming videos

Though the energy function defined in Equation 3.8 can be optimized across an entire video,

as videos increase in length this global optimization can become computation and memory

intensive. It may also be the case that the input video is streaming and thus the entire video

may not be available. In either of these cases the energy function may be approximately

minimized by stepping through the video one frame at a time with the values of the previous

frame fixed. That is, frame t− 1 is first computed. Its pixel values are then held fixed and

frame t is computed while enforcing the temporal constraints. The very first video frame can

be computed without using temporal constraints. The idea of using a variational approach

for filtering an incoming frame in a video stream by treating pixels in the previously filtered

video-frame as hard constraints was also concurrently proposed by Paris [93].

In this chapter, only the de-blocking results for streaming YouTube videos were created

using this approach (see supplementary video [17]).
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3.4 Measuring local gradient saliency

Before we delve into the details of the various filters we have implemented using Gradi-

entShop, we first need to discuss our method for detecting local gradient saliency since it

is used by a few of our applications. We present a new measure for local gradient saliency

inspired by perception studies that show long coherent-edges, even when faint, are percep-

tually salient to the HSV [12, 40]. To account for the perceptual importance of gradients

that give rise to such edges, our framework provides a long-edge detector that applications

can use to measure the saliency of a local gradient.

Our long edge detector finds long, coherent edges instead of simply detecting edges with

strong magnitude. The edge detector returns an image e with two channels: el and eo. The

el channel provides length of the dominant edge running through each pixel in the input

image. The eo channel represents the local orientation of the dominant edge at each pixel.

The main insight here is to factor in edge length instead of simply using the edge magnitude

when measuring local gradient saliency. The local edge orientation is used to distribute the

saliency weight over the two orthonal-gradients in x and y directions. Thus our proposed

saliency measure for local gradients is as follows:

sx(p) = cos2(eo(p)) · el(p) · ux(p) (3.11)

sy(p) = sin2(eo(p)) · el(p) · uy(p) (3.12)

where, sx(p) and sy(p) form our saliency enhanced gradients corresponding to ux(p) and

uy(p). These saliency enhanced gradients are used by various applications as described in

Section 3.5.
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3.4.1 Implementation details

Our algorithm begins by computing local edge magnitude and orientation at each pixel,

using steerable filters [48]. Other filters besides steerable filters may also be used, such

as finite differences between neighboring pixels. However, we found that the larger spatial

extent of steerable filters leads to more robust results. Since we are only concerned with the

primary orientation of the underlying image structure, the steerable-filter used is the second

derivative of the Gaussian. For a pixel p in an image, this steerable filter estimates local

edge magnitude pm and edge orientation po. A visualization of pm is shown in Figure 3.3(b).

Since our algorithm needs to detect long, coherent edges even when faint (i.e., not simply

edges with strong magnitudes), the estimated local magnitude pm for each pixel is normal-

ized with respect to the magnitudes in it’s local neighborhood w (i.e., a 5x5 window).

p̂m =
pm − µw
σw + ε

,

where µw and σw denote the average and the standard deviation of edge magnitudes in the

pixel neighborhood w. The result from this step is shown in Figure 3.3(c).

Length estimation using message passing

Having computed the local magnitudes p̂m and orientations po, the algorithm then estimates

the length of the underlying edge at each pixel pl using a message-passing scheme. The

length of an edge is defined to be the sum of the normalized, local, edge magnitude for each

pixel along the edge. The problem of approximating edge length at a pixel is broken into

two sub-problems of estimating the lengths of two sub-edges that start at the pixel and

proceed in two opposite directions given by the local edge orientation (i.e., po and po + π).

During a single iteration of the message-passing scheme each pixel receives two messages

that estimate the length of the two sub-edges for the current iteration:
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.3: Example of our local gradient saliency measure: (a) original image, (b) local edge

magnitudes given by the steerable filter, (c) normalized edge magnitudes, and (d) local gradient

saliency (i.e.,
√
sx(p)2 + sy(p)2) produced by our method.
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mt
0(p) =

∑
q

wα(q) · wθ(q) · (q̂m +mt−1
0 (q)),

mt
1(p) =

∑
q

wα(q) · wθ(q) · (q̂m +mt−1
1 (q)).

The pixel q comes from the four pixels at integer coordinates nearest to the floating-point

coordinate obtained when p is projected a distance of
√

2 along the edge orientation po for

m0(p) and po + π for m1(p).

The information at pixel q is weighted by two functions – wα and wθ. The function wα

computes the weights for bilinear interpolation between the integer coordinates to approx-

imate the floating-point coordinate. The function wθ measures the similarity of the local

edge orientations at p and q as follows:

wθ(q) = exp(−(pθ − qθ)2/2σ2
θ),

where the variance σ2
θ is set to π/5.

Using this message-passing scheme, the normalized edge magnitudes are propagated along

edges for a specified number of iterations. All results shown in this chapter were computed

using 60 iterations. The messages for the first iteration are initialized to zero. Note that this

message-passing scheme only approximates the length of the underlying edge. For example,

an edge that forms a loop with a perimeter that is greater than the number of iterations will

be estimated to be longer than its actual length due to some edge magnitudes being counted

more than once. The final edge length and orientation for each pixel is set as follows:

el(p) = mt
0(p) +mt

1(p) + p̂m

eo(p) = po

A visualization of the local gradient saliency computed using the metric given in Equa-

tions 3.11-3.12 is shown in Figure 3.3(d).
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3.4.2 Evaluation

In this subsection we will use the NPR filter introduced in Section 3.5.2 to compare the

performance of our saliency measure against the performance of other methods. The NPR

filter simply decreases the magnitude of gradients that have low saliency and boosts the

magnitudes of gradients with high saliency. Thus the NPR filter exaggerates salient fea-

tures in an image while abstracting away non-salient details to produce a non-photorealistic

rendering of the input image.

Figure 3.4 compares the effect various saliency measures have on the result produced by the

NPR filter. We use the following four saliency measures for comparison:

1. Gradient-magnitude measure: this measure simply uses the local gradient-magnitude

computed using finite differences to measure the local gradient saliency.

2. Itti’s measure: this saliency measure was defined by Itti et al. [67] to estimate the

amount of visual attention drawn by an image region. Itti’s saliency measure is

inspired by the behavior and the neuronal architecture of the early primate visual

system.

3. Canny edge-detector based measure: this measure multiplies the local gradient-magnitude

by the grayscale output of the Canny edge-detector.

4. Our measure; Section 3.5.2 describes how the NPR application uses our saliency mea-

sure.

In the scene shown in Figure 3.4a the person in the foreground has low contrast with respect

to the background. Unlike our saliency measure, the other saliency measures fail to identify

the gradients across the silhouette of the person to be salient. The NPR filter is best able to

delineate the foreground while abstracting away the clutter from the background when using

our saliency measure in comparison to the other measures described above. For the input

image in Figure 3.4j, most saliency measures overemphasize the saliency of the short but

strong edges around individual bricks in the wall. However, our saliency measure neither

overemphasizes the saliency of these gradients nor does it fail to identify the salient but
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faint gradients in the sky region.

Figure 3.9 uses the sparse data interpolation (SDI) application defined in Section 3.5.5 to

compare the performance of our saliency measure against that of the gradient-magnitude

based measure. See Section 3.5.5 for details on how the SDI application uses our saliency

measure. Our measure considerably reduces data bleeding in this application compared

to the gradient-magnitude measure, thus requiring less user-input (i.e., data scribbles).

In Figure 3.9 the input image contains semantic regions (e.g., ocean and sky) that are

delineated by faint edges (e.g., horizon), which causes the gradient-magnitude based measure

to leak data between the different semantic regions.

3.5 Applications

In this section we present new applications we have developed and a few previously defined

applications that we have improved using our perceptually motivated formulation for image

and video processing. Each of these applications was written in less than two hundred lines

of C++ code using the GradientShop API2. We hope that these simple-to-implement, yet

effective, applications will demonstrate just how intuitive and simple the solutions to many

image processing tasks can be when tackled in the gradient domain.

Note that all applications defined in this section, unless explicitly stated otherwise, use

our robust weighting function (Section 3.2.2, equations 3.5 & 3.6) for defining the gradient

constraint weights (i.e., wx & wy). The parameter values used in each application have

been listed in Appendix B and can also be obtained from our source code available on the

project website [16].

3.5.1 A saliency sharpen filter

Sharpening is one of the most commonly used image-enhancement filters. Unfortunately

the simple sharpen filter (see Section 3.2.1) intensifies all gradients in an image, including

2The GradientShop source code is freely available on www.GradientShop.com
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gradients that arise from noise and background texture. A better sharpen filter would only

intensify those gradients that correspond to salient image features. Our saliency sharpen

filter uses the output of the long-edge detector (Section 3.4) to only boost the magnitude

of gradients that lie across long edges thus enhancing salient gradients without boosting

image noise or background clutter. Our saliency sharpen filter is defined as follows:

Zsaliency sharpen(u, e)→ [d, g, w]

d(p) = u(p);wd(p) = c1

gx(p) = ux(p) + c2 · sx(p)

gy(p) = uy(p) + c2 · sy(p)

Zsaliency sharpen accepts as input the image to enhance (i.e., u) and the result of the long-edge

detector (i.e., e). The data constraints and the parameter c1 (c1 > 0) keep the enhanced

image from drifting too far from the input. The desired gradient field g is defined to

intensify the magnitudes of gradients that lie across long edges and leave the other gradients

unchanged. The parameter c2 controls the overall sharpening amount (c2 > 0). Here, sx(p)

and sy(p) provide the saliency enhanced gradients at location p as per the definitions in the

Equations 3.11-3.12.

See Figure 3.5 and the supplementary video [17] for a qualitative comparison of our saliency

sharpen filter to the simple sharpen filter.

3.5.2 A filter for non-photorealistic rendering

We will now present a filter for stylizing photographs and videos using non-photorealistic

rendering (NPR). Our filter is inspired from a basic technique employed by illustrators

when simplifying a scene – that is the ‘abstracting away’ of non-salient features in the scene

and the exaggeration of salient features. Like most of our other filters, the NPR filter

also measures the saliency of a region using the length of the underlying edge detected by

the long-edge detector (Section 3.4). Specifically, the filter suppresses gradients in regions
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with short or no edges (i.e., abstraction) and intensifies gradients across long edges (i.e.,

exaggeration of local contrast). Our NPR filter Zstylize is defined as follows:

Zstylize(u, e)→ [d, g, w]

d(p) = u(p);wd(p) = c1

gx(p) = ux(p) · cos2(eo(p)) · n(p)

gy(p) = uy(p) · sin2(eo(p)) · n(p)

n(p) = c2(1− e
(el(p))2

−2σ2 )

Here, Zstylize accepts as input the image to stylize (i.e., u) and the result of the long-edge

detector (i.e., e). The function n spatially varies the abstraction/exaggeration amount based

on the underlying edge light el(p). The parameter σ in function n controls the abstraction

amount; large values of σ result in large scale features of the input image being abstracted

away in the result. The parameter c2 (c2 ≥ 1) controls the amount of exaggeration of local

contrast across long edges. The data constraints and the parameter c1 (c1 ≥ 0) control how

much the stylized image is allowed to drift from the input image. As a postprocessing step,

our system optionally overlays a simple visualization of the long edges detected in the input

image on top of the result to make it look as if the artist outlined the salient edges using

black brush strokes.

Now we will briefly compare our method for non-photorealistic rendering to that of Ozran et

al. [92] and Winnemöller et al. [138]. Ozran’s method for NPR uses a pure gradient field

integration approach (i.e., no data constraints) and as a side effect has to use more com-

plicated contrast equalization and blurring steps to post process their results. In contrast,

the data constraints used in our method cause the overall contrast and depth of field effects

(e.g., spatially varying blur) in the input image to be automatically reproduced in the result

to the amount desired by the user (i.e., using the control parameter c1). Ozran’s method

also does not address the problem of applying their effect to videos in a temporally coherent

fashion. Unlike Ozran’s method and Winnemöller’s method, our method not only abstracts
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away non-salient image features but also exaggerates the contrast of salient image features,

which can help excentuate the non-photorealistic look of the result. However, unlike Win-

nemöller’s method, our method does not currently perform in real-time. See figure 3.6 and

the supplementary video [17] for a qualitative comparison of our method to Ozran and

Winnemöller’s methods.

3.5.3 A pseudo-relighting filter

Image relighting is the process of estimating what an image would have looked like had it

been captured under different lighting conditions. Previous relighting algorithms rely on

estimating scene geometry in order to produce photorealistic lighting effects [85]. Instead,

our relighting filter is inspired by the observation that digital artists can often create pseudo-

relighting effects by cleverly adding a few handcrafted intensity ramps onto the original

image (e.g., Figure 3.7g). Our relighting filter allows the user to specify a new lighting

direction on the image plane, and then it simply boosts all intensity gradients that happen

to be oriented along the specified direction. Integrating the gradient field modified in this

manner creates the desired lighting effect by intensifying pre-existing ramps in the image

that happen to be aligned with the desired lighting direction. As a result, the relit image

looks natural even though the relighting is done without computing any scene geometry.

The formal definition of our pseudo-relighting filter is as follows:

Zrelight(u, o)→ [d, g, w]

Here, Zrelight accepts as input the image to relight (i.e., u) and an image containing the

desired lighting angle for each pixel (i.e., o). We could have used a single constant as the

angle parameter instead of o, which is an image of angles. However, by allowing the lighting

direction to vary spatially Zrelight can be used to create a variety of relighting effects as

shown in Figure 3.7. The following are the definitions used by Zrelight to produce [d, g, w]:

d(p) = u(p); wd(p) = c1
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gx(p) = ux(p) + c2 · ux(p) · a(p)

gy(p) = uy(p) + c2 · uy(p) · a(p)

a(p) = max (0,
ux(p) · cos(o(p)) + uy(p) · sin(o(p))√

ux(p)2 + uy(p)2
)

The data constraints and the parameter c1 (c1 ≥ 0) keep the relit image from drifting too

far from the input. The desired gradient field g is defined to boost the local gradient if it

happens to be oriented along the local lighting direction. The parameter c2 controls the

maximum gradient boost (c2 ≥ 0). The term a(p) computes the dot product (i.e., cosine

of the angle) between the normalized local gradient and the local lighting direction, and

then clamps all negative values of the dot product to zero using the max operator. Thus in

effect the term a(p) only boosts those gradients that are aligned with the lighting direction,

leaving other gradients unchanged.

See Figure 3.7 and the supplementary video [17] for various relighting results produced by

our framework. Figures 3.7f and 3.7g compare a relighting result produced automatically

by our system to a result produced manually in Photoshop using a radial intensity ramp.

3.5.4 A de-blocking filter

A common problem with highly compressed images and videos is that they appear blocky

because each macroblock in the image/video is compressed independently without account-

ing for spatial coherence across block boundaries. Perception studies have found blocking

to be one of the most distracting compression artifacts ranking alongside low resolution and

ringing artifacts. A good de-blocking filter can therefore improve the perceived quality of

highly compressed videos found on sites like YouTube.

Previous work in the spatial domain: There have been many attempts in the past

to define high-quality de-blocking filters in the spatial domain [10, 34, 62]. Some of the

best de-blocking filters in the spatial domain tend to be similar to a bilateral filter. They

take the weighted average of pixels across block boundaries in order to suppress blockiness

while trying not to over-blur the image. Most of the effort in designing these filters goes
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into crafting a weighting kernel that can suppress block edges but not affect the true edges

in the image. There are three major limitations of these spatial-domain approaches for

de-blocking:

1. The de-blocking effect of these filters is localized to a few pixels near the block bound-

aries. For severely compressed images such de-blocking filters are unable to fully

suppress the blocking artifacts.

2. Increasing the size of the de-blocking kernel in order to increase the de-blocking effect

invariably over-smoothes the image.

3. Applying these de-blocking filters to individual video frames results in the introduction

of temporal artifacts (e.g., flickering).

De-blocking using optimization: Fortunately, the de-blocking problem can be tackled

easily by using first order constraints in our formulation. In compressed images, the gradi-

ents across macroblock boundaries (i.e., inter-block gradients) are much less reliable than the

gradients inside the macroblocks (i.e., intra-block gradients) since each macroblock is com-

pressed independently. Thus, a straightforward de-blocking filter in our formulation would

selectively edit inter-block gradients in a manner that suppresses the perceived blockiness.

Our experiments show that inter-block gradients with large magnitudes usually correspond

to true image gradients that simply happen to coincide with block boundaries. On the

other hand, inter-block gradients with small magnitudes usually correspond to gradients

with zero magnitude in the uncompressed image and form the major source of perceived

blockiness in a compressed image. Therefore, our de-blocking filter selectively suppresses

only those gradients that lie across block boundaries and have a small magnitude. The

formal definition of our de-blocking filter is as follows:

Zdeblock(u)→ [d, g, w]

d(p) = u(p);wd(p) = c1

gx(p) = G(ux(p))
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gy(p) = G(uy(p))

G(h) =

 h · S(h) if h is an interblock gradient value

h otherwise
,

S(h) = 1− e
h2

−2σ2

The data constraints and the parameter c1 (c1 > 0) keep the deblocked image from drifting

too far from the input u. The function G suppresses only those gradients that lie across

block boundaries (i.e., inter-block gradients). The location of the block boundaries can be

easily determined by the file format (i.e., compression type) of u. The function S suppresses

gradients with magnitudes close to zero. The parameter σ controls the amount of gradient

suppression that happens at block boundaries and this parameter can be learned a priori

by compressing a database of raw images to obtain training data. See figures 3.1 & 3.8 and

the supplementary video [17] for image and video de-blocking results.

Now we will briefly compare our method for de-blocking to that of Levin et al. [81], which

also works by suppressing inter-block gradients. Their gradient suppression function requires

access to the DCT coefficients of each macroblock, which might not be available to the

application. More significantly, their approach is a pure gradient field integration approach

(i.e., no data constraints). This severely affects their de-blocking quality in regions where

the macroblocks only have a single DC coefficient (i.e., a single color). For example, several

macroblocks in the sky and water regions of Figure 3.8b only have a single color. Without

the use of data constraints (i.e., c1 = 0), suppressing the inter-block gradients removes the

image blockiness but also flattens the appearance of the result (See figure 3.8c). In contrast,

our use of data constraints causes the colors in the macroblocks to be smoothly interpolated

over the sky and water regions as shown in Figure 3.8d.

Our de-blocking filter can also be thought of as a generalization of the image de-quantization

work done by Kim et al. [73]. In their work, Kim et al. look at the problem of restoring

color variations inside uniform regions of a color-quantized image. Their algorithm works

by minimizing the magnitude of gradients that lie across the boundary between two uniform

regions. The flattening behaviour of these gradient constraints is balanced by a data term
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that encourages the pixel value in the result to be similar to the value in the input image.

Our algorithm behaves identically in regions of the image that have been heavily quantized

(e.g., macroblocks that contain a single color). However, for macroblocks that contain

texture information our algorithm also enforces the underlying gradients that give rise to

these textures, thus encouraging the de-blocking result to utilize this additional information.

3.5.5 A filter for sparse data interpolation

In their seminal work Levin et al. [80] demonstrated an optimization approach for colorizing

grayscale images using a few user drawn color scribbles. Lischinski et al. [84] observed that

Levin’s work was in fact a general and powerful technique for interpolating sparse data

over images. Lischinski et al. pointed out that most data channels in images, and not just

color channels, are best interpolated in a spatially piecewise-smooth manner with respect

to the luminance channel of the image. They demonstrated the generality of Levin’s work

by interpolating a variety of data types including tonal values, blurring amounts, and white

balance corrections specified by the user with a few paint strokes. Lischinski’s method maps

quite easily to our formulation as follows:

Zsparse interp(u, d)→ [d, g, w]

wd(p) =

 ∞ if d(p) is defined

0 otherwise

gx(p) = 0; gy(p) = 0

The function Zsparse interp accepts as input an image u that will guide the data interpolation

and an image d that contains the user data (e.g., scribbles, paint strokes). The image

u is grayscale or in log-luminance space depending on the data to be interpolated. The

weights for the data constraints in wd encourages the result to maintain fidelity to the

user input where defined. The null gradient field in g in union with our default weighting

function for gradient constraints (Section 3.2.2, equations 3.5 & 3.6) causes the data in d

to be interpolated in a piecewise smooth manner with respect to u. In fact, the function
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Zsparse interp in union with our default weighting function causes the energy function in

equation 3.2 to become equivalent to the energy function used by Lischinski’s method.

Subsituting zero for the gradient constrains in Equation 3.4 we get:

Eg(p) =
fx(p)2 + fy(p)2

(|ux(p)|+ 1)b + (|uy(p)|+ 1)b

Improvement: Lischinski’s method interpolates sparse data in a piecewise-smooth man-

ner with respect to the underlying image. However, their function for estimating regions

where the smoothness constraints have to be softened (i.e., to create the piecewise smooth

behavior) depends on the magnitude of a single, local gradient in the image (i.e., Equa-

tions 3.5 & 3.6). We make a simple modification to Lischinski’s method by using our long

edge detector to more robustly detect regions that should produce a break in the smoothness

of the interpolation. Thus our improvement significantly reduces the amount of data bleed-

ing in the result (or conversely the number of user strokes required to produce the desired

result). We redefine the weights for the gradient constraints in Zsparse interp as follows:

wx(p) =
1

(|sx(p)|+ 1)b

wy(p) =
1

(|sy(p)|+ 1)b

Here, sx(p) and sy(p) provide the saliency enhanced gradients at location p as per the defi-

nitions in the Equations 3.11-3.12. Parameter b controls the sensitivity of data interpolation

to local gradient saliency.

Figures 3.1 & 3.9 show two results created using our data interpolation algorithm. Also, the

supplementary video [17] shows results interpolating data over an entire video where only a

few frames have been marked by the user. Figure 3.9 compares our method to Lischinski’s

method. The sky and water regions in this example are separated by faint local gradients

causing Lischinski’s method to exhibit more data bleeding in comparison to our method.
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3.6 Discussion

In summary, we have presented a gradient-domain optimization framework for image and

video processing that unifies many of the ideas introduced in prior work under a general

framework. Further, our work presents a novel edge-length based measure for local gradient

saliency, which we have demonstrated to be a useful measure when processing local gradients

in an image. We also presented a simple weighting scheme that is well suited for finding

robust solutions to our problem of integrating filtered gradient fields.

In Section 3.5 we demonstrated the versatility of our formulation by designing and improving

a variety of image-processing applications. The ease with which new solutions can be

developed using our framework should be apparent given the simple, intuitive solutions we

have arrived at for the applications we considered, which include filters for:

• saliency sharpening,

• non-photorealistic rendering,

• pseudo-relighting,

• de-blocking, and

• sparse data interpolation.

Performance Performance is a major concern when it comes to least-squares based meth-

ods for image processing. Our unoptimized C++ code currently spends a few seconds for

one megapixel images and nearly one minute per video frame (at 800x600 resolution) start-

ing from the application specific filtering to the full 3D optimization. However, there is

plenty of room of improvement since most of the computation time is spent in the weighted

least-squares optimization 3. Our software based conjugate gradient solver, can be signif-

icantly sped up using GPU acceleration and a preconditioner similar to the one proposed

by Szeliski et al. [119]. In fact, McCann and Pollard [86] have recently shown that a GPU

3In the case of applications presented in this chapter 95% of the time is spent on the least-squares
optimization
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accelerated conjugate gradient solver can minimize energy functions like ours in real-time

for megapixel-sized images.

Future Work There are several image processing applications that are likely to yield

successful solutions when expressed using our formulation. For example, the LDR2HDR

problem addressed by Rempel et al. [98] could probably be solved with high quality results

using our framework. Another interesting exploration of our formulation would be in re-

moving compression artifacts like ringing and mosquito noise, which when combined with

our de-blocking filter could significantly improve the perceived quality of streaming videos

(e.g., YouTube and teleconferencing videos).

Our optimization framework also has much untapped potential for interactive image editing,

especially when combined with learning algorithms that could automatically identify the

type of pixels/gradients the user wants to manipulate given a few example brush strokes.

Such interactive tools could be used to remove unwanted texture, glare, shadows, and other

undesirable artifacts from an image by simply drawing a few rough strokes. Conversely,

such tools could also be used to selectively enhance portions of the image for dramatic

emphasis. In the coming years, we hope to see the graphics community use and extend our

optimization framework to create exciting new image and video processing applications.
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(a)

(b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 3.4: A performance comparison for various gradient saliency measures when used in the

NPR filter. (a) Input image. Images in the second row (b-e) show visualizations of the saliency

mask generated by various saliency measures – (b) gradient-magnitude measure, (c) Itti’s measure,

(d) Canny edge-detector, and (e) our saliency measure. Third row images (f-i) show the effect each

saliency measure has on result produced by the NPR filter. The fourth row shows the effect of each

saliency measure (k-n) for another input image (j). See the images at full resolution to observe the

differences. Also, see Section 3.4.2 for details.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.5: A qualitative comparison of our saliency sharpen filter (Section 3.5.1) to the simple

sharpen filter (Section 3.2.1). (a) Original image. (b) Simple-sharpen result. (c) Saliency-sharpen

result. Notice how saliency sharpen enhances the image without boosting the noise or background

texture.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.6: A comparison of our method for non-photorealistic rendering to Ozran and Win-

nemöller’s methods. (a) Original image. (b) Ozran et al.’s result. (c) Winnemöller et al.’s result.

(d) Our result. Unlike Ozran and Winnemöller’s methods, our method not only abstracts away non-

salient image features but also exaggerates the contrast of salient image features (e.g., the hairline

in this case), which can help accentuate the non-photorealistic look of the result.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 3.7: The figure shows some of the pseudo-relighting effects created using the function Zrelight.

(a) Input image. (b) Image relit to simulate an additional light source to the top of the face. The

effect is achieved by setting the local lighting direction for every pixel (i.e., o(p) in Zrelight) to point

north. (c) Input image. (d) Image relit to simulate overhead sun light. (e) The same relighting

effect attempted in Photoshop by using a radial intensity ramp. Notice that our result (d) looks more

realistic in comparison to the Photoshop edit (e). (f) Input image. (g) Image relit to simulate the

light fading into the vanishing point, thus adding more depth to the image. The effect is achieved by

setting the local lighting direction for every pixel to point away from the vanishing point. Also see

the supplementary video [17] to observe the relighting effects more clearly.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.8: A demonstration of our improvement to Levin’s method for de-blocking images. (a)

Original image. (b) Image after compression. (c) De-blocking result using gradient suppression

but no data constraints (similar to Levin’s approach); Notice how the highly compressed regions

get flattened in appearance. (d) Result produced by our de-blocking method, which uses gradient

suppression to reduce blockiness and data constraints to maintain fidelity to the input.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.9: A demonstration of our improvement to Lischinski’s method for sparse data interpola-

tion over images. (a) Original color image. (b) User scribbles specifying the desired recolorizing of

the image. (c) Colorization result produced by Lischinski’s method; Notice the color bleeding between

the sky and the ocean. (d) The colorization result produced by our method.
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Original image Uniform weighting result Our robust weighting result

Figure 3.10: The figure shows the effect our robust weighting function (Section 3.2.2) has on the

quality of the NPR filter (top row) and pseudo re-lighting filter (bottom row). The left column shows

the original image; the middle column shows the result when using robust weighting; and the right

column shows the result when using uniform weighting. Notice the absence of haloing and pinching

artifacts in the middle column. See Figure 3.2 for a similar comparison with the saliency sharpen

filter.
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Chapter 4

FOURIER ANALYSIS OF THE 2D SCREENED POISSON EQUATION
FOR GRADIENT DOMAIN PROBLEMS

This chapter analyzes the problem of reconstructing a 2D function that approximates a

set of desired gradients and a data term1. The combined data and gradient terms enable

operations like modifying the gradients of an image while staying close to the original image.

Starting with a variational formulation, we arrive at the “screened Poisson equation” known

in physics. Analysis of this equation in the Fourier domain leads to a direct, exact, and

efficient solution to the problem. Further analysis reveals the structure of the spatial filters

that solve the 2D screened Poisson equation and shows gradient scaling to be a well-defined

sharpen filter that generalizes Laplacian sharpening, which itself can be mapped to gradient

domain filtering. Results using a DCT-based screened Poisson solver are demonstrated on

several applications including image blending for panoramas, image sharpening, and de-

blocking of compressed images.

4.1 Introduction

Accurately and efficiently recovering a depth map or an image from gradients has become

a common problem in computer vision and computer graphics. In photometric stereo,

for instance, one measures gradients (normals) to the surface and then “integrates” them

to recover a depth map. In gradient domain compositing applications, one combines the

gradients of multiple images and then solves for the underlying image most compatible with

those gradients. In both cases, the problem is over-constrained; in general, no function

exists whose gradients match the input gradients. The goal then is to project to the nearest

function whose gradients approximate the inputs. A common approach is to employ a least

1The work described in this chapter was originally presented as a paper [15] at ECCV 2008.
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squares metric and integrate over the domain, leading to a Poisson equation. This equation

may be solved using, e.g., multigrid methods [126], fast marching methods [61], or so-called

fast Poisson solvers [116].

In many applications the use of fast Poisson solvers based on the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) are overlooked. This is due in part to the fact that fast Poisson solvers are restricted

in the class of problems they can handle; e.g., spatially varying weights are not supported.

Further, more complex approaches such as multigrid methods are perceived to be much

faster.

In this chapter, we expand the set of gradient domain problems that may be solved directly

and exactly in the Fourier domain by including a data term that the reconstructed function

must also approximate. This extra term enables operations like modifying the gradients of

an image while staying close to the original image or combining independently measured

depth maps and normals. We pose the problem in a variational framework and arrive at

a modification to the Poisson equation, a result that corresponds to a 2D version of the

“screened Poisson equation” known in physics [43].

Additional analysis reveals the structure of the spatial filters used to solve the 2D screened

Poisson equation. Further, we show that uniformly scaling the gradients in an image, which

intuitively ought to sharpen it, does in fact precisely correspond to a linear sharpen filter.

This filter generalizes the standard Laplacian subtraction filter, which we show can also be

interpreted in the same variational framework. In that framework, we show that, unlike

Laplacian subtraction, gradient scaling includes a penalty term for large gradients.

We demonstrate results using an FFT-based screened Poisson solver for a set of image

operations including image blending for panoramas, image sharpening, and de-blocking of

compressed images. The FFT approach is direct and exact, unlike efficient least squares

solvers which are typically iterated to within some error tolerance [1, 71]. Though not quite

as fast as the fastest solvers, the performance does scale well, and the implementation is

very simple given commonly available libraries.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 formulates the problem using a variational
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framework. In Section 4.3 we map our variational approach to the Fourier domain followed

by a mapping to the spatial domain in Section 4.4; in these sections, we also analyze gradient-

based sharpen filters. A description of our FFT-based screened Poisson solver is presented

in Section 4.5 with results in Section 4.6. We conclude the chapter with a discussion in

Section 4.7.

4.2 Variational formulation

In this section, we describe the standard gradient integration problem and its Poisson solu-

tion and then expand this result to include a data function term.

The problem of computing a function f(x, y) whose gradient ∇f(x, y) is as close as possible

to a given gradient field g(x, y) is commonly solved by minimizing the following objective:∫ ∫
‖∇f − g‖2 dx dy. (4.1)

Note that g is a vector-valued function that is generally not a gradient derived from another

function. (If g were derived from another function, then the optimal f would be that other

function, up to an unknown constant offset.)

It is well-known that, by applying the Euler-Lagrange equation, the optimal f satisfies the

following Poisson equation:

∇2f = ∇ · g, (4.2)

which can be expanded as fxx + fyy = gxx + gyy , where g = (gx, gy). Subscripts in x and

y correspond to partial derivatives with respect to those variables. We have superscripted

gx and gy to denote the elements of g rather than subscript them, which would incorrectly

suggest they are partial derivatives of the same function.

We now expand the objective beyond the standard formulation. In particular, we addition-

ally require f(x, y) to be as close as possible to some data function u(x, y). The objective

function to minimize now becomes:∫ ∫
λd(f − u)2 + ‖∇f − g‖2 dx dy, (4.3)
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where λd is a constant that controls the trade-off between the fidelity of f to the data

function versus the input gradient field.

To solve for the function f that minimizes this integral, we first isolate the integrand:

L = λd(f − u)2 + ‖∇f − g‖2 = λd(f − u)2 + (fx − gx)2 + (fy − gy)2. (4.4)

The function f that minimizes this integral satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation:

∂L

∂f
− ∂

∂x

∂L

∂fx
− ∂

∂y

∂L

∂fy
= 0. (4.5)

Substituting and differentiating, we then have:

2λd(f − u)− 2(fxx − gxx)− 2(fyy − gyy) = 0. (4.6)

Rearranging gives us:

λdf − (fxx + fyy) = λdu− (gxx + gyy) (4.7)

or equivalently:

λdf −∇2f = λdu−∇ · g. (4.8)

The left-hand side of this equation is a screened Poisson equation, typically studied in three

dimensions in physics [43]. Our analysis will be in 2D. As expected, setting λd = 0 nullifies

the data term and gives us the Poisson equation.

4.3 Fourier solution

In this section we analyze the 2D screened Poisson equation the Fourier domain. As with

fast Poisson solvers, we can solve the screened Poisson equation (Equation 4.8) by taking its

Fourier transform. First, we adopt the (sx, sy) spatial frequency notation of Bracewell [28]

and recall that for a given function h and its Fourier transform, F{h} = H, we have

F{hx} = i2πsxH, F{hy} = i2πsyH, F{hxx} = −4π2s2xH, and F{hyy} = −4π2s2yH.

Simply transforming the left and right sides of Equation 4.7 gives us:

λdF + 4π2s2xF + 4π2s2yF = λdU − i2πsxGx − i2πsyGy, (4.9)
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where F , U , Gx, and Gy are the Fourier transforms of f , u, gx, and gy respectively. Solving

for F , we find:

F =
λdU − i2πsxGx − i2πsyGy

λd + 4π2
(
s2x + s2y

) . (4.10)

We can interpret this equation as combining, in the numerator, the data function with

“sharpened” versions (after taking derivatives) of the gradient field components, and then

low-pass filtering the result with the denominator, which tends to dampen high frequencies.

Note that when λd = 0, Equation 4.10 simplifies to the well-known fast Poisson solver result:

F =
−i2πsxGx − i2πsyGy

4π2
(
s2x + s2y

) . (4.11)

This solution, however, is undefined at sx = sy = 0, corresponding to an unknown DC

term (constant offset) which must be supplied. Thus, there exists a null space of solutions,

and the operation is not strictly invertible. This observation is evident by examining the

objective in Equation 4.1, which is invariant to constant offsets to f . This situation does not

arise, however, when a data term is present λd > 0, in which case we find F (0, 0) = U(0, 0).

4.3.1 Image sharpening through gradient amplification

The previous section showed how gradient domain functionals that can be written in the

form given by Equation 4.3 can be solved in the Fourier domain. It turns out that many

interesting image processing filters can be written quite intuitively in this form, as will be

discussed in Section 4.6.

In this section, we explore one intuitive example: sharpening an image by scaling up its

gradients. Consider taking an image u and sharpening it by boosting its gradients ∇u by a

constant factor cs. Clearly, if one simply required an output image with scaled gradients, a

simple (and optimal) solution would be to scale the image intensities by cs. But, in addition

to possibly pushing the intensities out of displayable range, this output image has drifted

substantially from the intensities of the input image.

Instead, we can formulate an objective that trades off fidelity to the image against fidelity
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to the amplified gradients:∫ ∫
λd(f − u)2 + ‖∇f − cs∇u‖2 dx dy. (4.12)

This objective function is equivalent to the one in Equation 4.3, where we now have g =

cs∇u. The Euler-Lagrange solution is then:

λdf −∇2f = λdu− cs∇2u. (4.13)

Similarly, the Fourier domain versions of gradient functions become: Gx = i2πsxU and

Gy = i2πsyU . Substituting into Equation 4.10, we obtain:

F =

[
λd + 4π2cs

(
s2x + s2y

)
λd + 4π2

(
s2x + s2y

) ]U =

[
1 + 4π2(cs/λd)

(
s2x + s2y

)
1 + 4π2(1/λd)

(
s2x + s2y

) ]U. (4.14)

For cs > 1, this equation results in boosting the high frequencies of u, and thus f is a

sharpened version of u. As (s2x + s2y) → ∞, we can see that the frequency amplification

levels off to a constant, i.e., to cs, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, in which AGA corresponds to

the frequency filter in brackets in Equation 4.14.

4.4 Spatial solution

Given our Fourier analysis we can map our problem back into the spatial domain. We

can analyze the denominator in Equation 4.10 and treat it as a filter being applied to the

numerator. Consider the denominator:

1
λd + 4π2

(
s2x + s2y

) . (4.15)

Since this filter is radially symmetric, we can compute its Fourier transform using the

Hankel transform, with radial frequency ρ =
√
s2x + s2y and spatial radius r =

√
x2 + y2.

The following transform is known:

Fρ
{

1
a2 + ρ2

}
= 2πK0(2πar), (4.16)

where Fρ{} is the Hankel transform from the frequency to the spatial domain, and K0 is the

zeroth order modified Bessel function of the second kind. This function has the approximate
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Figure 4.1: Left: The frequency domain filters for gradient amplification (AGA) and Laplacian

subtraction (ALS). Here, we set the parameters as follows: λs = 1, λd = 4, and cs = 20. Right:

The zeroth order modified Bessel function of the second kind, K0(x). In 2D, K0(r) is rotationally

symmetric, and, while infinite at r = 0, is integrable.

shape of a rotationally symmetric exponential function over the radius e−r/r and can be

seen in Figure 4.1. (In fact, in three dimensions, the exponential form e−r/r is known to

be the exact solution for the screened Poisson equation [43].)

With some simple algebraic manipulations, we arrive at:

Fρ

{
1

λd + 4π2
(
s2x + s2y

)} =
1

2π
K0(2π

√
λdr) =

1
2π
K0(2π

√
λd(x2 + y2)). (4.17)

The numerator in Equation 4.10 corresponds to λdu − gxx − g
y
y in the spatial domain, and

so the final result is the following convolution:

f =
1

2π
K0(2π

√
λd(x2 + y2)) ∗ (λdu− gxx − gyy). (4.18)

Thus, we see that f can be obtained by subtracting the divergence of the gradient field

from the input image u, and then blurring the result with the K0 filter. Note that as λd

increases, the support of this filter becomes smaller; i.e., a stronger data term shrinks the

support of the blurring filter.
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4.4.1 Spatial domain sharpening

Here we determine the spatial domain filter associated with gradient amplification. Starting

with Equation 4.14, we can decompose the frequency filter as follows:

λd + 4π2cs
(
s2x + s2y

)
λd + 4π2

(
s2x + s2y

) = cs −
λd(cs − 1)

λd + 4π2
(
s2x + s2y

) . (4.19)

The inverse Fourier transform of the first term is a scaled Dirac delta function, and the

second term follows from Equation 4.17, giving us:

Fρ

{
λd + 4π2cs

(
s2x + s2y

)
λd + 4π2

(
s2x + s2y

) } = csδ(x, y)− λd(cs − 1)
2π

K0(2π
√
λd(x2 + y2)). (4.20)

Convolving this with the data function then gives:

f(x, y) = csu(x, y)− λd(cs − 1)
2π

K0(2π
√
λd(x2 + y2)) ∗ u(x, y). (4.21)

Note that when amplifying gradients, cs > 1, so the operation amounts to blurring the

image with the K0() filter and subtracting it from the original image.

4.4.2 Relationship to Laplacian subtraction sharpening

In this section, we relate sharpening by gradient amplification to the more conventional

sharpening by Laplacian subtraction. First, we return to the Fourier domain, define another

constant λs = cs/λd, and re-write Equation 4.14 as:

F =

[
1 + 4π2λs

(
s2x + s2y

)
1 + 4π2(1/λd)

(
s2x + s2y

)]U = AGAU. (4.22)

If we then let λd →∞ while holding λs constant, we arrive at:

F =
[
1 + 4π2λs

(
s2x + s2y

)]
U = ALSU. (4.23)

This equation is precisely the Fourier transform of a commonly known sharpen filter (the

Laplacian subtraction filter):

f = u− λs∇2u. (4.24)
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Thus, the gradient domain sharpen filter subsumes another common sharpen filter. At the

same time, unlike this common sharpen filter, our new filter has an additional parameter to

control the amount of high frequency gain. As mentioned above, the parameter cs controls

the maximum frequency amplification.

It is interesting to note, as justified in Appendix C, that the Laplacian subtraction filter can

also be interpreted in a variational framework. In particular, it minimizes the following:∫ ∫
(f − u)2 − 2λs∇f · ∇u dx dy. (4.25)

In words, the desired function f must trade off being close to the input image u against

maximizing the dot product between ∇f and ∇u. The second part of this objective favors

f with large gradients aligned with the input image gradients.

Furthermore, one can take the objective for gradient sharpening (Equation 4.12) and show

that minimizing it is equivalent to minimizing the following objective:∫ ∫
(f − u)2 − 2λs∇f · ∇u+

1
λd
‖∇f‖2 dx dy. (4.26)

This objective has almost the same form as the Laplacian subtraction objective, augmented

with a penalty on gradient magnitudes. This observation gives some intuition for the differ-

ence between the two sharpen filters in the frequency domain; while the Laplacian subtrac-

tion filter amplifies high frequencies without bound, the gradient amplification filter rolls

off to a constant due to the additional penalty on large gradients (Figure 4.1).

4.5 Discrete solution

The Fourier method provides a direct solution to the screened Poisson equation (Equa-

tion 4.8). In practice, we operate on sampled representations and solve the problem with

discrete derivatives and the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).

In particular, we can first re-write Equation 4.7 as:

λdf̂ − (d̂x ∗ d̂x ∗ f̂ + d̂y ∗ d̂y ∗ f̂) = λdû− (d̂x ∗ ĝx + d̂y ∗ ĝy), (4.27)
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where d̂x and d̂y are discrete derivative filters in the x and y directions respectively and

f̂ , û, ĝx, and ĝy are sampled versions of their continuous counterparts from Section 4.3.

Typical choices for these discrete derivatives are forward, backward, or central differences.

Taking the DFT of this equation gives us:

λdF̂ − D̂2
xF̂ − D̂2

yF̂ = λdÛ − D̂xĜ
x − D̂yĜ

y, (4.28)

where capitalization indicates having taken the DFT of a given discrete function. Rearrang-

ing, we arrive at:

F̂ =
λdÛ − D̂xĜ

x − D̂yĜ
y

λd − D̂2
x − D̂2

y

=
Ĥ

λd − D̂2
x − D̂2

y

, (4.29)

where, for efficiency, Ĥ is computed as the DFT of ĥ = λdû− d̂x ∗ ĝx − d̂y ∗ ĝy.

In practice, using the DFT is problematic, as it implicitly assumes the input sequence

is periodic, placing the left boundary next to the right, and top next to bottom, before

filtering. Instead, we employ the discrete cosine transform (DCT), which implicitly performs

reflections across boundaries before tiling the plane periodically. We note that switching to

a cosine basis has been explored by other researchers [47][51] and corresponds to Neumann

boundary conditions.

A few implementation details follow. We compute the input gradients in ĝx and ĝy using

backward differences, while the derivative filters d̂x and d̂y are implemented as forward

differences when computing ĥ. Using backward then forward differences for derivatives also

means that the derivative terms in the denominator of Equation 4.29 correspond to the

DCT of the standard discrete 2D Laplacian. Because this filter has extremely local support

in the spatial domain, we can compute its transform efficiently using the brute force DCT

and without explicitly storing it.

We employ type-I DCTs using the FFTW library [50]. A single forward transform is needed

to transform ĥ to Ĥ. A single reverse transform is needed to compute f̂ from F̂ . For color

images, this process is repeated for each color channel independently. The FFTW library

can compute transforms in place in memory with single precision floating point arithmetic;

therefore the maximum amount of memory required by our solver at any given time is four
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(a) Input image (b) Sharpening (c) Saliency sharpening

(d) Image abstraction (e) Compressed image (f) De-blocking filter

Figure 4.2: Image processing with data and gradient terms using the FFT solver. Sub-figures (b,c,d)

show the application of various image enhancement filters on the input image (a). Note that the

blockiness in (b) arises from sharpening JPEG compression artifacts present in the original image.

Sub-figure (f) shows the de-blocking filter applied to a compressed image (e).

bytes for each pixel in the image. The FFTW library computes each transform in O(n log n)

time, where n is the number of pixels in the image.

4.6 Applications and results

In this section, we demonstrate the practical utility of our Fourier domain analysis of gradi-

ent domain problems. We start with several examples in image processing and then compare

performance to several state-of-the-art methods currently used to solve one of these appli-

cations.

4.6.1 Gradient domain filters and applications

The de-blocking filter presented in Section 3.5.4 suppresses blocking artifacts seen in highly

compressed images by selectively attenuating gradients that lie across macro-block bound-
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aries. The modified gradients are integrated to obtain a de-blocked image, while a data term

ensures the result does not drift too far from the compressed image. See Figures 4.2e,4.2f

for an example.

The saliency sharpening filter (Section 3.5.1) builds on the gradient amplification sharpening

filter presented in Section 4.3.1 in order to sharpen large scale features in an image without

amplifying the noise or background clutter. This filter works by using an edge detector to

detect large scale edges in the image and then selectively amplifying only those gradients

that lie across large edges. Figures 4.2b,4.2c compare uniform gradient scaling to saliency

sharpening.

The image abstraction filter defined in Section 3.5.2 operates by suppressing small scale

textures in an image. Similar to the saliency sharpening filtering, this filter uses an edge

detector to determine which gradients give rise to salient features in an image. Then it

selectively attenuates the non-salient gradients, thus abstracting away fine texture and noise

from the input image (Figure 4.2d).

In gradient domain compositing applications [2], one combines the gradients of multiple

images and then solves for the underlying image most compatible with those gradients.

When no data function is used these applications can also be solved using regular Poisson

solvers. Our method supports both types of gradient domain compositing applications –

those with or without a data function.

4.6.2 Comparison to gradient-only methods

We now compare the performance of our method on a gradient domain compositing appli-

cation (no data term) to several state-of-the-art methods. The application here concerns

seamless image stitching to create large panoramic images. Agarwala [1] presented a method

specialized for this application by relying on the solution to the Poisson equation being

smooth in most regions of the domain. He compared the performance of his method (QT)

to that of a preconditioned conjugate gradient solver using two different preconditioners -

hierarchical basis (HB) preconditioning [118] and locally adaptive hierarchical basis (LAHB)
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Size Time (s) Memory (MB)

Dataset (MP) FS QT SM HB LHAB FS QT SM HB LHAB

St. Emilion 10 31 9 NA 3639 160 40 24 NA 362 1044

Beynac 12 22 8 17 3357 177 48 16 190 435 1252

Rainier 23 79 14 33 6446 268 92 27 110 620 1790

Sedona 36 85 29 NA NA NA 144 52 NA NA NA

Edinburgh 51 187 122 79 NA NA 204 123 203 NA NA

Crag 68 172 78 NA NA NA 272 96 NA NA NA

RedRock 88 270 118 118 NA NA 352 112 133 NA NA

Table 4.1: A comparison of memory and run-time performance of our method (FS) to other state-of-

the-art methods (QT [1], out-of-core SM [71], HB [118], LHAB) [119]. We obtained the performance

data for the non-Fourier methods from the QT and SM papers; the in-core speed of SM is better than

shown here, but at very significant memory cost. Our method was evaluated on a different but a

comparable speed processor (Intel Pentium 4 2.66GHz). Note also that the image dimensions in

these datasets are not tuned for FFT, which explains some of the variation in timing with size.

preconditioning [119]. More recently (contemporaneous with our own work), Kazhdan and

Hoppe [71] developed a streaming multigrid (SM) Poisson solver. We ran our Fourier solver

(FS) on the evaluation dataset presented in the QT paper [1]. Table 4.1 compares the

performance of all these methods.

As can be seen from the evaluation presented in Table 4.1, our method is somewhat slower

than QT and SM, and substantially better than HB and LAHB. It should be noted that our

method and HB have very low code complexity; each taking about 100 lines of C++ code

to implement using freely available libraries (FFTW [50] in our case). In contrast, QT, SM,

and LAHB are relatively complex to implement. Also, QT is tuned to the image stitching

problem and SM is tuned to gradient domain integration, while our method solves a more

general class of problems. Of course, the HB and LAHB preconditioners can be used with

linear solvers to handle a still more general class of problems.

The FS timings include a small amount of overhead introduced by FFTW to determine

or “plan” an efficient DCT algorithm given the image dimensions. We chose the lowest
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overhead planner. However, if the image dimensions are common or many transformations

are to be applied (e.g., for interactive processing or for video), then a slower planner can

be employed to give more efficient transforms, and the plan can be stored for later use.

In addition, FFTW supports multiple processors and cores, and in our experiments with

up to 8 processors and a good plan, we have observed roughly linear speed-ups with the

number of processors. The choice of planner is simply a flag passed to the FFTW library,

and executing on multiple processors/cores requires adding a single line of code.

4.7 Discussion

In this chapter, we have shown how gradient domain variational problems that include a data

term can be mapped to a 2D screened Poisson equation. This problem can be studied in both

the Fourier and spatial domain. This analysis gives insights into how gradient amplification

corresponds to a linear sharpen filter and can be related to a standard Laplacian subtraction

filter. Moreover, we show that this screened Poisson equation can be solved directly and

efficiently using DCT’s. By handling a data term, we are able to demonstrate a number of

useful applications in image processing. We also note that the DCT formulation is extremely

simple to implement with standard, optimized FFT libraries with multi-processor support.

The primary limitation of our approach is the inability to handle spatially varying weights

on the gradient and data term constraints. Analysis shows that inserting such weighting

into the variational formulation results in product terms that become convolutions in the

frequency domain. In addition, we require complete, regular domains. Still, a number of

applications can operate with constant weights over regular domains, or may potentially

be initialized with an unweighted solution over a regular domain using our DCT solver to

speed convergence of a more general solver.
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Chapter 5

USING PHOTOGRAPHS TO ENHANCE VIDEOS

This chapter describes a large scale application developed using our image processing ap-

proach – namely the application of enhancing low quality videos using a few high quality

photographs of the same scene1. The chapter begins by presenting a system for automat-

ically enhancing videos of a static scene using a few photographs of the same scene. For

example, our system can transfer photographic qualities such as high resolution, high dy-

namic range and better lighting from the photographs to the video. Additionally, the user

can quickly modify the video by editing only a few still images of the scene. Finally, our

system allows a user to remove unwanted objects and camera shake from the video. These

capabilities are enabled by two technical contributions presented in this chapter. First,

we make several improvements to a state-of-the-art multi-view stereo algorithm in order to

compute view-dependent depths using video, photographs, and structure-from-motion data.

Second, we present a novel image-based rendering algorithm that can re-render the input

video using the appearance of the photographs while preserving certain temporal dynamics

such as specularities and dynamic scene lighting.

Section 5.7 extends the resolution enhancement capabilities of our video enhancement sys-

tem to handle dynamic scenes by using optical flow instead of multi-view stereo to compute

correspondences. Our extension targets the emerging consumer-level hybrid cameras that

can simultaneously capture video and intermittent high-resolution stills. Our technique

produces a high spacetime resolution video using the high-resolution stills for rendering and

the low-resolution video to guide the reconstruction and the rendering process.

1The work on enhancing videos of static scenes was originally presented as a paper [21] at EGSR 2007
and the work on videos of dynamic scenes (Section 5.7) was presented as a paper [56] at ICCP 2009. The
results shown in this chapter are best viewed in video format, which can be found on the respective project
websites [20, 55].
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5.1 Introduction

We have recently witnessed a revolution in the resolution and quality of digital still cameras,

with reasonably priced digital cameras now capturing surprisingly high quality photographs.

Image editing tools have also become relatively mature and easy to use. In contrast, similarly

priced video cameras capture video that is noisier, of lower resolution, and more difficult to

edit2 than digital photographs.

There are many practical reasons for this disparity in progress. Video produces much more

data than still photography and thus necessitates more aggressive compression and limited

resolution. Still cameras can use flash or long exposure, while video cameras have to gener-

ally make do with the available light in the scene and use short exposure times to maintain

frame rates. Manual photo editing is commonplace because it is not too time-consuming,

whereas the time required to convincingly edit every frame of a video is prohibitive.

Our goal is to bring some of the benefits of still photography to video. We envision the user

complementing a video shoot with a few high quality photographs of the scene. In fact,

future hardware could be designed to simultaneously capture such datasets. With the right

video authoring tool, the user could then transfer desirable qualities from the photographs

to the video. Such an authoring tool could be created given an algorithm that can establish

pixel-to-pixel correspondence between the video and the photographs. However, solving this

correspondence problem in the general case is incredibly challenging. Scene motion, changes

in scene lighting, and differences in viewpoint and camera characteristics can drastically alter

the appearance of the scene between the video and photographs.

In this chapter, we demonstrate a step towards achieving the broad goal of enhancing

real world videos using photographs. To make the problem feasible, for most of the chapter

(Sections 5.1-5.6) we restrict ourselves to scenes with static geometry (i.e., temporal changes

in the video are due to camera motion, view-dependent effects like specular reflection,

and/or changes in scene lighting). Assuming static geometry allows our system to establish

2In this chapter we use video editing to refer to the manipulation of pixels in a video rather than the
re-ordering of video frames.
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correspondences and scene geometry using structure from motion and multi-view stereo,

which in turn allows the system to support high level tasks like resolution enhancement,

video editing, video stabilization, and object removal (See Figure 5.1 and supplementary

video [20]). Section 5.7 extends a limited subset of these capabilities, namely resolution

ehancement, to dynamic scenes by using optical flow instead of multi-view stereo to compute

correspondences (See Figure 5.11 and supplementary video [55]). We note, however, that

establishing dense correspondence and geometry in the presence of scene motion remains

an active area of research in computer vision, and we believe our rendering framework

could readily accommodate more ambitious video manipulations (e.g., object removal, video

editing) for dynamic scenes given a robust correspondence algorithm.

Leveraging the correspondences and scene geometry computed using the static geometry

assumption, our system provides a general framework for enhancing videos of a static scene

in a number of ways.

Transferring photographic qualities: A user can transfer high resolution, better light-

ing, and high dynamic range from a few high-quality photographs to the low-quality video.

We demonstrate that artifacts commonly found in consumer-level video such as noise, poor

exposure, and poor tone-mapping are significantly reduced using our system.

Video editing: A user can edit a video by editing just a few photographs (or, equivalently,

a few keyframes of the video). These manual image edits, such as touch-ups, image filters,

and objects mattes, are automatically propagated to the entire video.

Object and camera-shake removal: A user can remove unwanted objects from a video

by roughly specifying its outline in a few photographs or video frames. We also demonstrate

the ability to stabilize video by smoothing out the original camera path and re-rendering

the scene as seen from the new camera path.

Our research has three main contributions.

First, we show that by augmenting consumer-level video with a few high-quality photographs

a unified framework can be created to solve a wide variety of problems that have been

previously investigated in isolation.
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(a) Super-resolution (b) High dynamic range (c) Enhanced exposure (d) Object touchup (e) Object removal

Figure 5.1: Video enhancements produced by our system for static scenes. Given a low quality

video of a static scene (top row) and a few high quality photographs of the scene, our system can

automatically produce a variety of video enhancements (bottom row). Enhancements include the

transfer of photographic qualities such as (a) high resolution, (b) high dynamic range, and (c) better

exposure from photographs to video. The video can also be edited in a variety of ways by simply

editing a few photographs or video frames (d, e).

Next, we present several improvements to Zitnick et al.’s multi-view-stereo (MVS) algo-

rithm [145]. Using numerous real world scenes, we demonstrate that our improved MVS

algorithm is able to extract view-dependent depths of a scene containing complex geometry,

and do so robustly in the presence of dynamic lighting, noise, and unconstrained camera

paths.

Finally, our main technical contribution is a novel image-based rendering (IBR) algorithm

that can re-render the input video using the appearance of the photographs. The depths

estimated by stereo algorithms are generally imperfect; thus the typical IBR approach

of rendering and blending textured depth maps results in blurring or ghosting artifacts.

Our IBR algorithm is able to preserve the high-frequency details of the photographs used

to reconstruct the video by instead stitching together large patches. In addition, using a

gradient-domain approach, our IBR algorithm enforces temporal variations in the radiance

of a scene-point observed in the input video to be replicated in the enhanced video. As a

result, our enhanced videos combine the spatial richness of the input photographs (e.g., high
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Figure 5.2: Our system for enhancing videos of a static scene consists of two main components.

The geometry estimation component computes view-dependent depths for each video frame and pho-

tograph using structure from motion and multi-view stereo. The image-based rendering component

uses the estimated geometry to assign each pixel in the video to a corresponding pixel in the pho-

tographs. This pixel-to-pixel mapping is used to reconstruct the input video using the original or

manually-edited photographs. Finally, our spacetime fusion algorithm improves the result by com-

bining the spatial richness of the reconstructed video with the temporal dynamics of the input video.

Figures 5.3, 5.6, and 5.7 show an example sequence with intermediate results produced by individual

system components.

dynamic range, high resolution) with the temporal richness of the input video like moving

specularities and dynamic lighting without explicitly modeling these phenomenon.

5.2 Overview

Figure 5.2 provides a high level overview of our system pipeline. The inputs to the system

depend on how the user wishes to enhance the video. To transfer photographic qualities,

the user inputs both a video and a few photographs of the scene (see Figure 5.3). For other

enhancements the user can choose to input photographs, or to simply choose a few keyframes

of the video to serve the same purpose. For example, to perform object removal, the user

specifies a rough outline of the object in a few video frames or photographs. Similarly,

to perform video editing the user provides registered pairs of original and edited images

(similar to the user input used by Image Analogies [60]); the image-pairs may be created

using photographs or video frames.

After the inputs are specified, the system performs geometry estimation and image based
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Input photographs Input and output videos

Figure 5.3: Example inputs and output of our system. Given a video with overexposed regions

(top row) and a few photographs of the scene shot with proper exposure (left column), our system

automatically produces an enhanced video (bottom row). Only two of the eleven input photographs

have been shown here.

rendering to create an enhanced video. The next few sections focus on the details of these

two system components, and present a variety of video enhancements produced by our

system. Section 5.7 discusses an extension to the system in order to handle videos of

dynamic scenes.

5.3 Geometry Estimation

The first phase of our pipeline consists of estimating the geometry of the scene imaged by

the video and photographs. We begin by recovering camera poses and sparse scene geometry

using a structure from motion (SFM) algorithm. Then, we produce a view-dependent depth

map (example shown in Figure 5.6) for each photograph and video frame using a multi-view

stereo (MVS) algorithm.
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5.3.1 Structure from motion

Our system uses the structure-from-motion implementation of Snavely et al. [114]. Like

any standard structure-from-motion library, Snavely’s system produces projection matrices

for each photograph and video frame, a sparse cloud of 3D scene points, and a list of the

viewpoints from which each scene point is visible.

5.3.2 Multi-View Stereo

Our multi-view stereo algorithm extends the approach proposed by Zitnick et al. [145].

We choose to build on their algorithm because it is specifically tailored for image based-

rendering of scenes constructed from video footage. They construct view dependent depths

maps using an over-segmentation approach that is robust to image noise and some types

of scene specularities. We make three improvements on their work: (1) we specialize our

algorithm for heterogeneous datasets containing both video frames and photographs; (2) we

use a wider range of disparity planes resulting in higher quality depth maps; and (3) we use

3D scene points generated by the structure from motion system to improve depth estimation.

Before elaborating on the various improvements we are proposing, here is a brief introduction

to the previous algorithm. In the first step, each input image is divided into segments using

a color-based over-segmentation algorithm. The second step computes a disparity for each

segment. This step is performed by constructing a pair-wise Markov Random Field (MRF)

for each image. Each node in the MRF corresponds to a segment, and edges are added

between all nodes corresponding to abutting segments. Similar to the color consistency

constraint used in pixel-based MRFs, the prior of the MRF biases neighboring segments

with similar average colors to have similar depths. The likelihood or data term of the MRF

is computed using a standard color similarity measure, as well as incorporating occlusion

information based on current disparity beliefs. The disparity beliefs of all segments for all

images are simultaneously updated using loopy belief propagation. At each iteration, the

data term of each MRF is biased to be consistent with the beliefs of MRFs from neighboring

images. Neighboring MRFs are also used to compute occlusion information. As a result,
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information is shared between all neighboring images, and the final disparities are largely

consistent.

It should be noted that we do not expect the reader to be able to implement our MVS

algorithm without reading Zitnick et al.’s paper [145] that describes the previous algorithm

in detail. Though a full understanding of the previous algorithm is not required to appreciate

the various improvements we will now present.

Handling video and photographs

Working with both photos and videos requires special attention to color matching, construc-

tion of the viewpoint neighborhood graph, and the definition of a metric for proximity of

viewpoints that incorporates similarity of fields of view.

Determining viewpoint neighbors The previous algorithm assumes that neighboring

viewpoints are defined by the user based on the camera setup. We automate this step. For

each viewpoint, the neighboring viewpoints are determined based on 2 objectives. First,

the neighborhood graph (created by treating viewpoints as nodes and pairs of neighboring

viewpoints as edges), should avoid disconnected components. This objective ensures that

depth information can propagate between all viewpoints through the data term of the

MRF. Second, viewpoints should be considered neighbhors when they facilitate robust stereo

matching. If only very close viewpoints are matched as neighbors, the small baselines may

lead to ambiguous and low-precision depths. Alternatively, only matching viewpoints that

are far from one another will lead to problems due to occlusions. We thus pair each viewpoint

with a mixture of nearby and distant viewpoints, as illustrated in Figure 5.4 and described

in its caption.

Viewpoint distance metric One could use the Euclidean distance between viewpoints

to evaluate which views are near or far from each other. However, this metric can perform

poorly when, for example, two nearby cameras point in opposite directions. We instead
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.4: An overview of viewpoint neighbors: (a) Viewpoints corresponding to video frames

(orange nodes) and photographs (blue nodes). (b) Each photograph is connected as a neighbor to its

two nearest photographs and its nearest video frame (blue links). (c) Each video frame is connected

to its two nearest video frames (red links) and (d) two video frames that are m frames away (yellow

links). This figure is illustrated with m set to three, though we typically set m to ten in practice.

Distance between viewpoints is determined using our viewpoint distance metric (Section 5.3.2).

measure distance as the inverse of the number of 3D scene points observed in common by

two viewpoints. In the absence of scene point information the number of feature matches

between two images can also be used to compute distance. Our distance metric can be seen

as measuring the amount of overlap in scene structure observed by two viewpoints.

Color matching The video frames and photographs generally have different color char-

acteristics due to differences in lighting and reflection, exposure, and sensor characteristics,

making it more difficult to compute correspondences. Thus, when computing the data term

for any reference view, we first match the color distribution of each neighboring view to

that reference view using the color-matching algorithm proposed by Reinhard et al. [97].

Augmenting the set of disparity planes

To improve the ability of the multi-view stereo algorithm to reconstruct the depths of

observed surfaces, we augment the set of available disparity planes in two ways.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.5: Options for computing disparity planes: (a) Disparity planes generated using planes

parallel to a reference viewpoint (blue camera). (b) Disparity planes generated using planes parallel

to each viewpoint (i.e., view-dependent disparity planes). (c) 3D scene points generated by SFM. (d)

Non-fronto-parallel disparity planes generated to approximate the 3D scene points.

View-dependent disparity planes In the previous algorithm, the set of possible seg-

ment depths for each viewpoint are derived from a set of disparity planes that are parallel

to the projection plane of a single reference viewpoint (Figure 5.5a). The more orthogonal

a camera’s viewing axis is to the reference camera’s viewing axis, the more difficult it is

for this set of disparity planes to adequately approximate the depths for that camera. In

our algorithm, each viewpoint uses a set of unique disparity planes that are parallel to its

own projection plane (Figure 5.5b). In addition to improving the depth estimation, this

modification allows our algorithm to handle camera paths that could not be handled by

the previous algorithm, such as a 360◦ loop around an object. It should be noted that

view-dependent disparity planes are not a novel contribution on our part and have been

used in other stereo algorithms [70].

Non-fronto-parallel disparity planes Many surfaces in real-world scenes are slanted

planes, e.g., floors and walls. Though fronto-parallel disparity planes allow reconstruction

of arbitrary shape, these slanted planes can be more succinctly described using non-fronto-

parallel disparity planes. Thus, we augment the initial set of disparity planes with several

slanted planes that are recovered from the 3D scene points (Figure 5.5c, 5.5d) using iterative

RANSAC [123]. There has been some prior work in using non-fronto-parallel disparity
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Photograph depths Video depths

Figure 5.6: View-dependent depth maps generated by our multi-view stereo algorithm for the images

in the top row of Figure 5.3.

planes in MVS algorithms [141, 74]. These methods extract non-fronto-parallel planes by

matching small texture patches between two neighboring viewpoints. In contrast, using the

3D scene points generated by the SFM algorithm allows our plane extraction method to

incorporate information from all viewpoints.

Incorporating SFM scene points

Structure from motion yields a sparse estimate of 3D scene structure that can be used as

a prior in the multi-view stereo algorithm. Each 3D scene point is associated with a list

of viewpoints that observe it. If we project a scene point onto a segment in each of these

viewpoints, the depth of the segment should be consistent with the depth of the scene point.

Thus, we modify the data term in the MRF to minimize the distance between each 3D scene

point and the hypothesized disparity plane of the segment onto which the 3D scene point

projects.

5.4 Image Based Rendering

The view-dependent depths computed in the first phase of our system (Section 5.3) im-

plicitly define a correspondence between each pixel in the video and pixels in one or more

photographs, as well as correspondence between pixels in nearby video frames. In the sec-

ond phase of our system, we use this correspondence to reconstruct the video using the
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appearance of the photographs while preserving the temporal dynamics of the video. The

first algorithm in this phase, which we call video reconstruction, uses an MRF formulation

to choose a photograph from which to copy color for each video pixel, with the goal of pro-

ducing a plausible and seamless composite. The second algorithm, which we call spacetime

fusion, produces the final result by integrating a gradient field created using the spatial

gradients of the video-reconstruction result and temporal gradients of the input video. The

gradient field is defined in a manner that enforces the temporal variations in the radiance

of a scene-point observed in the input video to be replicated in the final result. As a con-

sequence, the final result mimics the temporal variations of the input video (e.g., dynamic

lighting, moving specularities, etc) and avoids temporal incoherence caused by errors in the

depth estimates and large exposure changes in the source photographs.

5.4.1 Video Reconstruction

Since the projection matrix of each video frame is known, one approach to reconstructing the

video would be to perform novel view interpolation (e.g., [144, 59]) from the photographs for

each video frame. However, typical view interpolation algorithms produce a result that is a

weighted average of the warped input images, which generally (and in our experience) result

in ghosting artifacts and loss of high-frequency details. Instead, we use an MRF formulation

to create a composite from large, coherent patches of the projected inputs while minimizing

the visibility of the patch boundaries. Also, unlike the classic view interpolation problem, we

have depth and color information (albeit of lower quality) for each video frame we are trying

to interpolate (reconstruct) from the input photographs. This information can be used to

guide the choice of which photograph to use for a particular video pixel. In particular, we

can favor source photograph pixels that have similar depth and color to those of the existing

video pixel to resolve occlusions and promote visually faithful reconstructions.

We will now describe the version of the video reconstruction algorithm designed for enhance-

ments that transfer photographic qualities to video. The minor modifications required for

other video enhancements are described later in this section.
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Given a frame ui in the input video u, we begin by selecting a set of source views s1..n to

be used in its reconstruction. The set s1..n is formed of the n nearest photographs to ui.

We use n = 4, except when doing object and camera-shake removal, as described later in

this section. We determine the nearest photographs using the viewpoint distance metric

defined in Section 5.3.2. Using a z-buffered point splatting algorithm, we then separately

re-render each source view sj from the viewpoint of video frame ui. The result is a set

of n re-projected images s̄1..n and corresponding re-projected depth maps. Each image s̄i

provides each pixel in ui with one or zero reconstruction candidates (s̄i may be undefined

in some regions of ui). Note that, for the case of superresolution, we spatially up-sample

the video frames and their depth maps as a pre-process.

The video reconstruction problem can now be formulated as a labeling problem in an MRF

framework. In particular, the goal is to assign to each pixel p ∈ ui a label L(p) indicating

which of the n reconstruction candidates provided by s̄1..n should contribute to the final

result. Ideally, we would optimize the labeling of all video frames in a single MRF formu-

lation instead of constructing an MRF for each frame independently. However, inference

on a 3D MRF can be computationally expensive, and we have found experimentally that

acceptable results are produced by computing each frame independently. The per-frame

approach is able to maintain some temporal coherence because the multi-view stereo algo-

rithm encourages depths in each video frame to be consistent with the depths in neighboring

video frames. Any residual temporal incoherence in the reconstructed video is removed by

the spacetime fusion algorithm.

Our cost function to evaluate the quality of a given labeling L is in the form of a standard

Markov Random Field:

C(L) =
∑
p∈ui

CD(p, L(p)) + λ
∑

{p,q}∈N

CS(p, q, L(p), L(q)), (5.1)

where CD is the data cost function, CS is the smoothness cost function, p and q are neigh-

boring pixels defined by N which is the set of all eight-connected neighbors in ui, and λ is a

user defined parameter that controls the trade-off between data cost and smoothness cost.

We typically set λ to 2.0.
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The data cost function encourages video pixels to be reconstructed from photographs with

similar color and depth. We define CD as:

CD(p, L(p)) =


∞ if s̄L(p)(p) is undefined

∞ if |d(ui, p)− d(s̄L(p), p)| > κ

||ui(p)− s̄L(p)(p)||

,

where s̄L(p) is the projection associated with L(p), d(I, p) denotes the depth value at pixel

p in I, and κ is a user defined constant that controls the mismatch between the depth of a

pixel and its depth in a projected image. We typically set κ to a value that corresponds to

a projection error of 5 pixels.

To make the function CD more robust to differences in the color distribution of ui and s̄1..n,

we first match the color distribution of each s̄i to the color distribution of ui using the

method of Reinhard et al. [97]. This step is repeated for each frame i. Note that these

transformed colors are only used for computing CD and are not used in creating the final

composite.

In Equation (5.1), CS measures how well the labeling produces a seamless reconstruction.

CS is similar to the smoothness cost introduced by Kwatra et al. [78], and is defined using

two terms, X and Y :

X = ||s̄L(p)(p)− s̄L(q)(p)||+ ||s̄L(p)(q)− s̄L(q)(q)||,

Y = 2.0− (∇p,q s̄L(p) +∇p,q s̄L(q)),

where image color channel values are in the range [0..1] and ∇p,q s̄i returns the gradient

magnitude between pixels p and q in s̄i. Lastly, CS(p, q, L(p), L(q)) = X ∗ Y . Thus,

CS encourages a seam between two projections to either pass through regions where the

projections have similar colors (i.e., term X), or to run along strong edges (i.e., term Y ).

We assign each pixel p ∈ ui to one of its candidate labels by using alpha-expansion moves [26]

to find a labeling that is the approximate global minimum of our cost function. Note that

for some pixels in ui the cost is infinite, which means that no re-projected depths were a

suitable match; this can occur if the corresponding surface point was not observed in any
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of the source photographs. Such pixels are not assigned a label, resulting in holes in the

reconstructed video that are later filled in by the spacetime fusion algorithm.

Video reconstruction specializations

The above algorithm can be applied to transfer qualities from photographs to video. For

other applications of our framework, however, some modifications are required.

Object Removal: To remove an object from a video, the user specifies a rough mask for the

object in one or more source images, which may be photographs or video frames. The masks

are drawn to inscribe the object (i.e., no pixels outside the object boundary are selected).

The union of the masks is then transferred to every video frame and dilated in order to

select the entire object (and possibly a few background pixels near the object boundary).

Now the goal is to reconstruct the masked portion of each video frame using the unmasked

portion of nearby video frames and photographs.

Remember, the video reconstruction algorithm assumes that the approximate depths and

colors of the region being reconstructed is avaliable before the reconstruction. However,

the color and depth information for our target regions (i.e., masked portion of each video

frame) is not avaiable. We approximate this color and depth information by re-projecting

the unmasked portions of a large number of nearby video frames and photographs (typically

75) into each video frame’s masked area, resulting in several candidates for each masked

video pixel. We set the depth and color of each masked pixel to the median value of its

candidates. Note that these values do not need to be very precise, since they are only

used as a guide to the video reconstruction algorithm when selecting among source images

for a video pixel. Now we can use the video reconstruction algorithm to reconstruct the

masked region of the video frame. The source views s1..n for each video frame in the video

reconstruction algorithm are generated using the unmasked portions of the 75 nearest video

frames and photographs.

Camera-shake removal: To remove camera shake from an input video our system creates

a new camera path by smoothing the recovered extrinsic camera parameters (translation
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and rotation) of nearby video frames. Unfortunately, the result of this operation is that

color and depth information is not available for the new viewpoints we wish to reconstruct,

though color and depth are available for nearby views (i.e., original video frames). We

use the approach described in the object removal case to approximate the color and depth

information in the new viewpoints, and then apply the video reconstruction algorithm to

reconstruct each new viewpoint using 20 nearest video frames and photographs as source

images. Since the new viewpoints have not been captured in any of the input images we

cannot use our viewpoint distance metric to determine the distance between two viewpoints.

Instead we simply use the Euclidean distance between the viewpoints as determined by their

extrinsic camera parameters.

Video editing: When performing video edits, each input photograph sj is accompanied by a

user-edited version of the photograph, s ′j . We would like the video reconstruction algorithm

to produce a video that is constructed using the pixel in s ′1..n. So we project these images

to form reconstruction candidates s̄ ′1..n for each video frame ui, just as we projected s1..n

to form s̄1..n. To avoid visible seams in the output, the smoothness cost CS is computed

from the colors of s̄ ′1..n. The data cost CD, however, is computed from the unedited colors

of s̄1..n since the data cost measures how well the photographs and unedited video frames

match.

A problem with this approach is that it is unreasonable to expect the user to manually

edit every photograph in the input and, moreover, to edit each photograph in a perfectly

consistent fashion; that is, some of the images may not be edited and, in images that are

edited, the edited pixels in different images that correspond to the same real-world location

may not have the same color. These differences can lead to flickering in the final video. To

mitigate this problem we propagate user edits across the photographs to ensure that they

are consistent before running the video reconstruction algorithm. Starting with one of the

edited photographs s ′j , call it the “sender,” we re-project its depths into its neighboring

photographs, call them “receivers.” At each pixel in receiver sk, if the re-projected depth

is within κ of the receiver depth, then we copy the re-projected color of s ′j into s ′k. The

receivers are then added to a FIFO queue, and the process is repeated, drawing from the
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Edited photograph Edited video

Figure 5.7: A video editing example: (Left column) one of the eleven input photographs processed

using a painterly effect found in Adobe Photoshop; (Right column) painterly video created by trans-

fering the painterly effect from the photographs to the input video.

queue until it is empty. Once a photograph has been a sender, it is never reused as a sender

or receiver. Figure 5.7 shows a video editing result where the user has applied a painterly

effect that randomly places brush strokes onto each photograph. In this case the painterly

effect across the photographs is made consistent using our edit propagation mechanism.

Then the video reconstruction and spacetime fusion algorithms are used to transfer the

painterly effect from the photographs to video. As a result brush strokes appear to adhere

to the surfaces in the video without temporal inconsistency (see supplementary video [20]).

5.4.2 Spacetime Fusion

The video created by the video reconstruction algorithm will resemble the photographs, but

may suffer from several artifacts. The main problem of concern is that a video reconstructed

using photographs often appears oddly lifeless, because it lacks the rich temporal variations

found in videos even of static scenes; for example, the position of specular highlights will

not move as the viewpoint changes. In addition, spatial and temporal seams between

various photographs used to reconstruct the video may still be visible due to large exposure

variations in the photographs. Also, holes may appear in the areas of the reconstructed

video where none of the projections were defined (e.g., portions of the scene not seen in any

of the photographs).

A common approach to compositing regions from several photographs (or videos) while
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minimizing visible seams is to combine them in the gradient domain [95, 130]. Typically,

gradient-domain compositing is performed by copying gradients rather than colors from the

source imagery to form a gradient field g(x, y, t). The gradient field contains three channels

– gx, gy and gv, where the gx and gy channels specify the desired spatial gradients of the

enhanced video and the gv channel specifies the desired temporal gradients of the enhanced

video. Then, the enhanced video f(x, y, t) is created by solving for a video whose gradient

field is as close as possible to g(x, y, t). Our spacetime fusion algorithm is similar in spirit

to this approach.

For our applications, we wish the output to exhibit the rich spatial properties of the pho-

tographs, as well as, the temporal variations of the input video. We modify the standard

gradient-domain composing methods, by using the motion-compensated temporal gradients

gv from the input video, and spatial gradients gx and gy from the photographs. See Sec-

tion 3.3 for a more detailed explanation on our technique for motion-compensation when

computing temporal gradients.

Specifically, we define the spatial gradients as follows. In areas where the labeling of a video

frame is undefined (i.e., holes) we copy spatial gradients from the input video. To improve

the color consistency, we first transform colors in the hole region by color matching the

original frame to the non-hole portions of the reconstructed frame (again using the color

distribution matching method of Reinhard et al. [97]). In areas where the labeling of a

video-frame transitions from one source to another (i.e., a photograph-to-photograph or

photograph-to-hole transition), the pixels used in computing the gradient may come from

different sources; in this case, we average the spatial gradients of the two overlapping sources

at the transition seam. Spatial gradients in all other regions are copied directly from the

reconstructed video.

The temporal gradients, on the other hand, are created from the original input video after

accounting for motion. We have found that using Wang et al.’s [130] approach of constrain-

ing temporal gradients between temporally adjacent pixels (i.e., between pixels (x, y, t) and

(x, y, t+1)) leads to severe ghosting artifacts for videos with camera and scene motion. Also,

to properly capture the temporal variations in the input video, we need to constrain the
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Frame t Frame t+1

Gt

Figure 5.8: The figure depicts a glass window (with shiny frame) seen in two consecutive video

frames. A change in camera viewpoint causes the reflection of the sun (shown in red) to shift with

respect to the window pane. Using pixel depths we can determine all pairs of pixels in the two frames

that correspond to the same real world location (e.g., the pixel-pair outlined with a dotted square).

The spacetime fusion algorithm constrains the temporal gradient between such pixel-pairs to match

the input video, thus preserving the dynamics of the reflection.

temporal gradient between pixels in the input video that correspond to the same real-world

location (See Figure 5.8 for an explanation). Therefore, the temporal gradient gv(x, y, t) is

defined using the pixel at (x, y, t) in the input video and its corresponding pixel in frame

t + 1. The correspondence is computed by re-projecting the pixel (using depth) at time t

into the viewpoint of the frame at time t+ 1.

We create the enhanced video f by solving an over-constrained system of linear equations

formed by the following three constraints for each pixel in V :

f(x+ 1, y, t)− f(x, y, t) = gx(x, y, t),

f(x, y + 1, t)− f(x, y, t) = gy(x, y, t),

f(x+ u, y + v, t+ 1)− f(x, y, t) = gv(x, y, t),

where (u, v) is a correspondence vector linking the pixel at (x, y, t) and its corresponding

pixel in frame t+ 1. (Each color channel forms an independent set of linear equations.)

Since (u, v) is a non-discrete motion vector and the variables in the linear system correspond

to discrete locations, (u, v) must somehow be discretized. One option is to simply round

(u, v) to the nearest integers. We have obtained more accurate results, however, using a

form of bi-linear interpolation. That is, each correspondence vector results in temporal
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constraints for the four integer coordinates nearest to (x+ u, y + v, t+ 1), weighted by the

distance between the floating-point location and the integer location. We further weight

each temporal constraint by a(x, y, t) ∗ τ , where a(x, y, t) is a measure of the confidence in

the accuracy of (u, v), and τ is a user-defined constant that controls the trade-off between

fidelity to the spatial gradients and the temporal gradients. a(x, y, t) is set to the probability

of the depth assigned to (x, y, t) during multi-view stereo phase of geometry estimation. The

results in this chapter were generated using a value between 7.0 and 9.0 for τ .

We use the LASPack [111] conjugate gradient solver to solve the over-constrained linear

system. Constraints involving pixels outside the boundaries of the video spacetime volume

are modeled using Neumann boundary conditions. Large videos that cannot be solved in

main memory are solved in slabs of 20-30 frames. When solving a slab of frames, the bound-

ary conditions for faces shared with adjacent slabs are modeled using Dirichlet boundary

conditions, while the remaining faces continue to use Neumann boundary conditions. Using

mixed boundary conditions in this manner allows information to flow through the entire

video during optimization and ensures temporal coherency between adjacent slabs in the

final result.

Spacetime fusion specializations

In some cases, the user might not want to transfer the temporal variations from the input

video to the enhanced video (e.g., if the input video exhibits noise or other unwanted

temporal variations), but may still wish to remove other artifacts in the reconstructed video

using spacetime fusion; mainly temporal flickering caused by large exposure variations in

the photographs. We can remove these artifacts by assuming pixels that correspond to the

same real-world location exhibit constant brightness between adjacent video-frames. That

is, the motion-compensated temporal gradients gv(x, y, t) are set to zero for all x, y, and t.

The spacetime fusion result in Figure 5.3 was generated in this manner to avoid transferring

the abrupt changes in sunlight from the input video to the enhanced video.

Finally, when performing spacetime fusion for the object removal case we cannot use the
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(a) Input video (b) Video matte (c) Selective decolorization (d) Object touch-up (e) Object touch-up

Figure 5.9: Video editing examples: Using the depths generated for the input video (a), and a user-

drawn object-matte in a single video frame, the system can produce an object-matte for the entire

video (b). (c) The object-matte can be used for a variety of effects like selective decolorization. (d)

Any touch-ups made to an object in one or more video frames can be consistently applied to the

entire video; in this case, reflections on top of the photos are removed. (e) Our system can also

apply touch-ups to an object while preserving the lighting effects exhibited by the original object; in

this case, the photos are changed without modifying the reflections.

depth and color information from the masked regions of the input video since these regions

contain the object we want to remove. Instead, we define the motion vectors (u, v) for these

regions using the depths projected from the neighboring frames that were used to fill in

the color information during video reconstruction (Section 5.4.1). Then, we assume scene

points in the masked regions exhibit constant brightness, and set the motion-compensated

temporal gradients for these regions to zero. The motion vectors and temporal gradients

for the camera shake removal case are defined in exactly the same manner.

5.5 Video Enhancements

Once a mechanism is developed that can register photographs to a video and then blend the

two data sources in a seamless fashion, the same mechanism can be used in a wide variety

of applications. The results discussed in this section can be viewed in video form on the

project website [20]. The following are a few of the video-enhancement applications we have

explored using with our system.

Super-Resolution. Figure 5.1a shows an example where we effectively quadruple the

resolution of a video in each spatial dimension using seven high-resolution photographs.
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For efficiency, the photographs were scaled down to the size of the video frames before

computing depths. To generate high-resolution video frames, depths from the low-resolution

photographs were upsampled to match the output resolution. Color data was obtained from

the original high-resolution photographs.

HDR Video. Figure 5.1b shows a video of a scene with high dynamic range. Due to the

enormous contrast in the scene, no single exposure setting can faithfully capture all the

subtleties of the scene geometry. We augmented our video capture session with six sets of

exposure bracketed photographs which were used to create six HDR photographs. Using

the HDR photographs our system increased the dynamic range of the input video.

Enhanced exposure. The input video in (Figure 5.1c) shows a dinner-table scene lit

by light cast through a window on a rainy night. The video contains view-dependent

and dynamic lighting effects. Rain drops flowing down the window pane cast dynamic

caustics on the dinner table. Also, the silverware in the scene exhibits view-dependent

specular highlights. Unfortunately, due to the limited light in the scene the video is severely

underexposed in some regions. To improve the exposure of the video we captured twelve

photographs of the scene using longer exposure time than it is possible when capturing a

video. The input video and photographs were processed by our system to produce a video

with enhanced exposure that exhibits the same temporal dynamics as the original video.

The example in Figure 5.3 shows another exposure enhancement result where a video with

overexposed regions was enhanced using photographs shot with proper exposure.

Video Editing. Figures 5.1d, 5.7, and 5.9 show a variety of video editing operations that

can be used to enhance a video.

Matte generation. Figure 5.9b shows a result where a user-drawn object matte in a single

video frame is used to automatically create an object matte for the entire video. The

resulting video matte is consistent with the occlusions in the scene. Such a video matte

can be used to create a variety of effects like selectively decolorizing the selected object

(Figure 5.9c).
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Object touch-up. In the example shown in Figure 5.1d we used a texture synthesis algorithm

to remove the scar from the tree trunk in a single video frame. Then our system used the

modified pixels in the video frame to consistently edit the entire video. Similarly, to remove

the reflections on the framed photos (Figure 5.9d) we replaced each photo with a reflection

free image in a single video frame. We also produced the converse result where the photos in

the video were replaced with different photos while preserving the reflections (Figure 5.9e).

Painterly video. Several image filters when applied to video frames independently produce

a video that is temporally incoherent; most notable of these filters are painterly effects

that ”paint” a given image using varied brush strokes. To create a painterly version of the

video shown in Figure 5.3 we first applied a painterly filter to all input photographs. The

inconsistencies in the filtered photographs were then removed using the edit propagation

mechanism described in section 5.4.2. The painterly filter was then transferred from the

filtered photographs to the video using our IBR algorithm to produce a temporally-coherent

result (see Figure 5.7 and supplementary video [20]).

Object removal. Figure 5.1e shows an example where a no-parking sign is occluding

much of the scenic background. We specified the object to be removed, in this case the

no-parking sign, by drawing a rough mask in a single video frame. The system then re-

renders the input video without the no-parking sign by using the object removal technique

described in section 5.4.2.

Camera shake removal. Our system is also able to remove camera shake from a

jerky input video by first locally smoothing the projection matrices of the input camera

path to create a smooth camera path. A stabilized video is then created by rendering the

scene as seen from the smooth camera path using our IBR algorithm (see supplementary

video [20]). Unlike traditional video-stabilization methods, which use 2D stabilization (or

piecewise 2D stabilization), our method has the advantage of handling videos with signif-

icant depth changes and camera shake caused by 3D camera rotation. Also, our method

incorporates information from several video frames to fill in information at frame borders to

avoid cropping–a common problem with 2D techniques. While our method is not the first

to use 3D scene reconstruction for video stabilization (see Buehler et al. [31]), our results
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are likely to be of higher quality due to advances made by our MVS and IBR algorithms.

All enhancement examples were generated using the same parameter values listed in this

chapter with the exception of the τ parameter in spacetime fusion. For some examples

we generated three spacetime-fusion results in parallel using three different settings for τ

(τ settings were picked from the range listed in Section 5.4.2) and used the most visually

pleasing result.

5.6 Discussion on static scenes

To demonstrate the versatility of our system we chose to qualitatively test it on numer-

ous real-world examples. Our supplementary video [20] demonstrates eleven results gener-

ated using eight different scenes. Five of the eight input videos suffer from problems like

low resolution, specularities, improper exposure, and dynamic lighting. Our experiments

demonstrate that using photographs, along with low-quality video, can produce better depth

estimates than using the video alone since our MVS algorithm propagates depth informa-

tion across all views. In addition, the estimated depths need not be perfect as our IBR

algorithm can substantially reduce reconstruction artifacts caused by erroneous depths (see

our supplementary video [20]).

While our results look visually pleasing, under careful scrutiny some artifacts can be seen in

most of the results. These artifacts can be traced to errors in the output of the various com-

puter vision algorithms used in our system. For example, structure-from-motion sometimes

yields imprecise projection matrices, which leads to incorrect epipolar constraints being

used in the depth estimation. Some artifacts are caused when the image over-segmentation

algorithm produces segments that straddle depth discontinuities thus violating the MVS

assumption that each segment can be assigned to a single disparity plane. Also, the depths

estimated by our MVS algorithm are rarely perfect, and these errors can also lead to arti-

facts. Lastly, the spacetime fusion algorithm can sometimes introduce a hazy blur in the

result video when the depths used to compute the temporal gradient are imprecise. In

general, our IBR algorithm is robust to modest errors in depth estimation, but large errors
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can result in artifacts.

5.6.1 Future Work

Processing speed

The current processing speed of our system is quite slow with five minutes being spent

on each video frame (resolution: 853 x 480); where two minutes are spent on SFM, two

minutes are spent on MVS and the last minute is spent on IBR. There is a lot of room for

improvement in our unoptimized research code since runtime speed was not our primary

concern. Recent work on computing SFM for video with real-time performance [91] would

be especially beneficial to our system. Our spacetime fusion algorithm can probably be sped

up using a preconditioner similar to the one proposed by Szeliski [120].

User interaction

While computer vision algorithms will continue to improve, we cannot expect them to

always perform perfectly. In this chaper we have shown how far automatic algorithms can

be pushed; however, a production-quality system would need to incorporate user interaction

to further improve the results. Ideally, users could locally fix problems and the system

would propagate those fixes across the output. We plan to explore user interaction within

the context of our system as future research.

Dynamic scenes

We have demonstrated that video can be enhanced in a number of useful ways by capturing

and incorporating several photographs of the scene. We have also described a framework

that can achieve these improvements. However, the system described in this chapter is

only the first step in achieving our overall goal, since most videos that people take depict

dynamic scenes. It is important to note that our restriction to static geometry is solely

due to our method for computing correspondences; our IBR algorithm for video editing and
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transferring photographic qualities, for example, can be integrated with any method that

can compute correspondence, even for dynamic scenes. We see promise in the advances being

made in the general correspondence problem, such as long-range optical flow[137], non-rigid

shape reconstruction [125, 19] and synchronized camera arrays [136]. As computer vision

algorithms continue to improve, we believe that the static-scene restriction can be lifted, and

that our overarching goal of generally using photographs to enhance videos can be realized.

In the next section we present a modest step towards achieving this goal by extending our

system’s resolution-enhancement capabilities to handle dynamic scenes.

5.7 Extension to dynamic scenes

In this section we extend the framework developed in previous sections to support videos of

a dynamic scene. The extended system can increase the spatial and/or temporal resolution

of imagery recorded by hybrid cameras capable of capturing a combination of low-resolution

video at medium frame rates (15-30 fps) and high-resolution stills at low frame rates (1-5

fps). Such hybrid cameras have been previously proposed [36] and several have been built

as research prototypes [87, 13, 121, 82]. Commercial hybrid cameras are currently available

(e.g., Sony HDR-HC7, Canon HV10, and Canon MVX330), and while these cameras have

some limitations,3 newer models hold substantial promise; e.g., Fujifilm has announced the

development of the Finepix 3D System,4 which has two synchronized lenses and sensors

capable of capturing stills and video simultaneously.

Figure 5.10 shows an overview of our system for handling dynamic scenes. In compar-

ison to our system for static scenes (See Figure 5.2) the only significant change in the

new system is the method for computing correspondences. Since dynamic scenes violate

the constraints specified by multi-view geometry we replace the structure-from-motion and

multi-view stereo algorithms that were previously used to compute correspondence with

3The number of stills that these cameras can capture during a video session is currently limited to a
maximum of three at one fps. In addition, we found the high-resolution stills produced by these cameras
to not be significantly higher in quality than the video frames.

4http://www.dpreview.com/news/0809/08092209fujifilm3D.asp
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Figure 5.10: Our system consists of two main components. We use a two-step optical flow process

to compute correspondences between pixels in a low-resolution frame and nearby high-resolution stills.

We employ the image based rendering algorithm introduced in Section 5.4 to render the final result.

an optical flow algorithm. We propose a simple two-step flow algorithm that improves the

quality of long-range optical flow in our setting (i.e., low-resolution video plus intermittent

high-resolution stills). Sections 5.7.1-5.7.2 provide the details the our extended system for

handling resolution enhancement in dynamic scenes. In Section 5.7.3 we present applica-

tions developed using the extended system and conclude with a summary and discussion in

Section 5.7.4.

5.7.1 Spatial resolution enhancement of dynamic scenes

The input consists of a stream of low-resolution frames with intermittent high-resolution

stills. We upsample the low-resolution frames using bicubic interpolation to match the size

of high-resolution stills and denote them by ui. For each ui, the nearest two high-resolution

stills are denoted as sleft and sright. The images sleft and sright will be used to reconstruct

ui, similar to source views used for reconstruction in the case of static scenes (Section 5.4).

Computing motion correspondences: The system estimates motion between every ui

and corresponding sleft & sright. Unfortunately, computing correspondences between tem-

porally distant images of a dynamic scene is a hard problem. Most optical flow algorithms

can compute correspondences for motion involving only tens of pixels. In our case the sys-

tem needs to compute correspondences between a high-resolution still and a low resolution

frame that might contain objects displaced over hundreds of pixels.
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One approach is to compute optical flow directly from the high-resolution stills, sleft or sright,

to the upsampled frame ui. This approach, however, produces errors because of the long

range motion and the differences in image resolution. The flow quality can be improved by

using low-resolution version of sleft and sright, denoted as uleft and uright, to match the image

resolution of the low-resolution video frames and the high-resolution stills. This improves

matching, but the flow algorithm is still affected by errors from the long range motion.

Instead of computing long range flow, one could compute pairwise optical flow between

consecutive video frames and sum the flow vectors to estimate correspondences between

distant frames. This approach performs better, but flow errors between consecutive frames

tend to accumulate.

Our approach is to use a two-step optical flow process. First we approximate the long range

motion by computing forward and backward optical flow between adjacent low-resolution

frames and then summing the flow vectors in each direction, thus chaining flow from uleft

forward to each frame until uright, and similarly from uright backward in time. Then we use

these summed flows to initialize a second optical flow computation from uleft to ui and from

uright to ui. The summed motion estimation serves as initialization to bring long range

motion within the operating range of the optical flow algorithm and reduces the errors

accumulated from the pairwise sums. See Figure 5.13 for a comparison between our method

for computing correspondences and the alternatives mentioned above.

In our two-stage process, we employ the optical flow algorithm of Sand et al [99]. Sand’s

optical flow algorithm combines the variational approach of Brox et al [29] with Xiao et

al’s [140] method for occlusion handling. We used Sand’s original implementation of the

algorithm and its default parameter settings for all our experiments.

Graph-cut compositing: Once the system has computed correspondences from sleft to

ui and sright to ui, it warps the high-resolution stills to bring them into alignment with ui

thus producing two warped images, s̄left and s̄right. Then it reconstructs a high-resolution

version of ui using patches from s̄left and s̄right. The reconstruction is computed using a

multi-label graph-cut optimization with a metric energy function [27]. Each pixel in ui is

given label from three candidates: s̄left, s̄right, and ui. We use the standard energy function
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used for graph-cut compositing with a data cost that is specialized for our problem and

the smoothness cost proposed by Kwatra et al [77]. Kwatra’s smoothness cost encourages

the reconstruction to use large coherent regions that transition seamlessly from one patch

to another. Our data cost encourages the reconstruction to prefer labels that are likely to

produce a high-resolution reconstruction while trying to avoid artifacts caused by errors in

the correspondences.

The formal definition of our data cost function D for computing the cost of assigning a

given label l to a pixel p is as follows:

D(p, l) =


c if l = ui

∞ if s̄l(p) undefined

Dc(p, l) +Df (p, l) +Dd(l, ui) otherwise

Dc(p, l) = ||s̄l(p)− ui(p)||

Df (p, l) = 1−motion confidence(s̄l(p))

Dd(l, ui) =
|frame index(s̄l)− i|

|frame index(s̄right)− frame index(s̄left)|

Here, c is the fixed cost for assigning a pixel to the low-resolution option (i.e, ui); s̄l is

the warped image corresponding to the label l; Dc encourages color consistency between

a pixel and its label; Df factors in the confidence of the motion vector that was used to

generate the pixel s̄l(p); and Dd favors labels that are closer in temporal distance to the

current frame number i. All examples shown in this chapter were generated by setting c to

0.3. The pixel channel values are in the range [0..1], and the confidence values (also in the

range [0..1]) for the motion vectors are generated by Sands optical flow algorithm in the

process of computing the correspondences. The confidence value for a motion vector to a

pixel can also be understood as a probabilistic occlusion map where low confidence values

will mean high probability of the pixel being occluded. We use a threshold of 0.1 on this

map to determine occluded pixels and s̄l is considered undefined at those locations.

Spacetime fusion: When each individual frame in the video has been reconstructed using
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the graph-cut compositing step described above, the resulting video has high spatial reso-

lution but it suffers from the types of artifacts common to videos reconstructed using pixel

patches – that is, the spatial and temporal seams between the patches tend to be visible

in the result. These spatial seams can often be mitigated using the 2D gradient domain

compositing technique described by Pérez et al [94]. However, the temporal seams that arise

due to errors in the motion vectors and exposure/lighting differences in the high-resolution

stills can be difficult to eliminate.

We use the spacetime fusion algorithm introduced in Section 5.4.2, which is a 3D gradient

domain compositing technique that can significantly reduce or eliminate both spatial and

temporal seams. Spacetime fusion takes as input the spatial gradients of the high-resolution

reconstruction and the temporal gradients of the low-resolution video (computed along flow

lines) and tries to preserve them simultaneously. Thus, the temporal coherence captured in

the low-resolution video is reproduced in the final high-resolution result, while preserving

the high spatial resolution information as well as possible. We can assign relative weights

to the spatial and temporal gradients. Using only spatial gradients leads to high spatial

but poor temporal quality. Using only temporal gradients leads to too much blurring in

the spatial domain. In all our experiments for spatiotemporal resolution enhancement, we

set the temporal gradient constraint weight to 0.85 and thus the spatial gradient constraint

weight is 0.15. The reader is referred to Section 5.4.2 for further details.

5.7.2 Temporal resolution enhancement of dynamic scene

The temporal resolution of any video can be increased given good flow estimation between

frames. In our case, we can also increase the temporal resolution of the newly created high

spatial resolution video from the previous section. To increase the temporal resolution of

a video by some factor, we insert the appropriate number of intermediate frames between

existing frames. To estimate flow vectors between neighboring frames (we’ll call these

neighbors ”boundary frames” for the rest of this section) and the new intermediate frame, we

assume motion varies linearly between the frames. The system simply divides the flow across
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the boundary frames evenly between new intermediate frames (e.g., with three intermediate

frames, the flow to the first intermediate frame is 1/4 of the flow between boundary frames,

1/2 to the second and 3/4 to the third intermediate frame). Then, the two boundary

frames are warped to the appropriate point in time and composited using the graph-cut

compositing step described in Section 5.7.1 to construct the intermediate frame. Note that

in this compositing step, the label corresponding to the original frame will correspond to a

hole in the reconstruction.

Occlusions in the scene cause holes in the reconstruction. Previously, we used the low-

resolution frames, ui, to fill these holes. Now we use spacetime fusion to remove these holes

(and other artifacts) by assuming all spatial gradients inside holes are null, which allows

surrounding information to be smoothly interpolated within holes. For the spacetime fusion

step, the system needs temporal gradients between the new intermediate frames. Just as

we assumed motion varies linearly between video frames to compute the intermediate flow

vectors, we assume temporal color changes vary linearly along flow lines. To estimate the

temporal gradient between two intermediate frames we divide the temporal gradient between

the boundary frames by one more than the number of new intermediate frames.

5.7.3 Applications and analysis

In this section we explore several consumer-level applications that could benefit from the

ability to combine low-resolution video with high-resolution stills to produce videos with

high spatiotemporal resolution.

Spatial resolution enhancement

We first explore enhancing the spatial resolution of videos containing complex scenes, non-

rigid deformations, and dynamic illumination-effects. As mentioned in the introduction,

commercially available hybrid cameras do not yet capture stills at the spatial and temporal

resolution required by our system. To evaluate the approach we used two types of datasets

– simulated and real.
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We simulated the output of a hybrid camera by downsampling high-resolution videos and

keeping high-resolution frames from the original video at integer intervals. Figure 5.11 shows

results on three such datasets. Please see the supplementary video [55] for video results.

We also created a few more datasets by simultaneously capturing a scene using a camcorder

and a digital SLR placed in close proximity. The camcorder captured the scene at 0.3

megapixel resolution at 30 fps, while the SLR captured the scene at six megapixel resolution

at three fps. For temporal alignment of data streams, we computed SIFT features for

photographs and frames and formulated a simple dynamic programming problem to match

the photographs with the frames using the SIFT features, while maintaining their temporal

ordering. We compensate for differences in camera positions and fields of view by computing

a homography between a photograph and a corresponding video frame. We apply this

homography to all frames in order to spatially align them with the photographs. We also

match the color statistics of the two streams in LAB color space [97]. Figure 5.12 shows

results on these datasets. We provide the corresponding video results in supplementary

video [55]. We envision users being able to create videos at much higher resolution and

then either viewing them on high-resolution displays or zooming into different regions of

the video and watch the action in finer detail.

Qualitative and quantitative analysis

In this subsection we provide some qualitative and quantitative analysis of our method for

spatial resolution enhancement.

As discussed in Section 5.7.1 there are a number of techniques for computing the motion

correspondences between the boundary and intermediate frames. In Figure 5.13 we compare

these techniques using a challenging scenario that includes water spray and fast motion.

We improve the spatial resolution by a factor of 12 times in each dimension and show a

qualitative comparison between our two-step optical flow approach (Figure 5.13E) and three

alternatives (Figure 5.13A-C). We also compare our rendering technique (Figure 5.13E) to a

naive morphing based composite (Figure 5.13D). Our approach, while not perfect, has fewer
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Downsampling factor: 12;  High-res sampling rate: 3 fps 

Downsampling factor: 8;  High-res sampling rate: 6 fps 

Downsampling factor: 8;  High-res sampling rate: 3 fps 

Figure 5.11: The left column shows the low-resolution input video frame. The right column shows

our result. We suggest zooming in to see improvements at the actual scale of the images.
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Figure 5.12: The figure shows spatial resolution enhancement results for hybrid data captured using

a two-camera setup. The left column shows a result frame for each of the two data sets, (A) shows

zoomed in parts from low-resolution input frame, and (B) shows the corresponding parts of result

frame. Zoom in to see the resolution difference more clearly.
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Figure 5.13: The figure provides qualitative comparisons of our system to alternate approaches.

(A) Computing flow directly between high-resolution boundary stills and low-resolution intermediate

frames produces ghosting and blurring artifacts due to the resolution difference and long range mo-

tion. (B) Computing flow between low-resolution version of the boundary stills and low-resolution

intermediate frames results in similar artifacts due to long range motion. (C) Summed up pairwise

optical flow to estimate the motion between distant frames performs better but still suffers from mo-

tion trails. (D) and (E) use our two-step optical flow approach but use different rendering styles.

(D) Taking a weighted average of the warped boundary-frames results in tearing artifacts. (E) Our

rendering approach produces a video that is visually consistent and has relatively few artifacts. We

suggest zooming in to see improvement at the actual scale of the images. Note that (A)-(C) and (E)

use our graph-cut spacetime fusion rendering; And (D)-(E) use our two-step optical flow process.
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Figure 5.14: (A) Variation of PSNR with respect to the spatial downsampling factor of the

low-resolution frames (B) Variation of PSNR with respect to the sampling rate of high-resolution

keyframes
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artifacts than any of the alternatives. The artifacts are seen in regions of the video where

optical flow fails. Optical flow assumes brightness constancy, and errors can arise when this

assumption is violated. A notable example is the singer’s face in Figure 5.11, where the

flickering flame illuminates her face; the resulting flow errors result in a smooth warping

artifact in the rendered result. Besides this, occlusions and large motion also cause error

in optical flow. In these regions our algorithm copies information from the low-resolution

frame during the graph-cut composition and later any residual error is distributed across

the video using spacetime fusion in order to further reduce the artifacts.

Figure 5.14 provides a quantitative analysis of our spatially enhanced results by measuring

the overall peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the result video with respect to the original

high-resolution video. PSNR is widely used as a compression quality metric for images and

videos. In this analysis we use the dolphin sequence shown in Figure 5.13. We explore

PSNR variation with respect to the downsampling factor (Figure 5.14A) and the sampling

interval of the high-resolution stills (Figure 5.14B) used to simulate the hybrid camera data.

Figure 5.14A shows that as the resolution of the input video decreases the PSNR also de-

creases. This correlation is not surprising as the resolution of the input video will invariably

affect the quality of the motion correspondences. Figure 5.14B shows that as the sampling

interval of the high-resolution stills increases, i.e., there are fewer high resolution stills, the

PSNR also decreases. These figures also compare the performance of warping the boundary

frames and then (1) performing a weighted blend of the warped frames or (2) creating a

graph-cut composite or (3) creating a graph-cut composite followed by gradient domain

integration (our method). The figures show that our method significantly outperforms the

other methods.

We now compare our system to Watanabe et al’s system [132] for increasing the spatial res-

olution of a low-resolution stream using periodic high-resolution frames through frequency

spectrum fusion. We implemented their approach and show the comparison in Figure 5.15

and in the supplementary video [55]. Their method processes each intermediate frame sepa-

rately and does not ensure temporal coherence. By comparison, the spacetime fusion step in

our framework adds in coherence and mitigates artifacts due to bad motion correspondence.
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Our result Watanabe et al.’s result

Figure 5.15: Comparison with DCT based frequency fusion method of Watanabe et al. [132]. One

can clearly see the ringing and blocking artifacts in regions where motion correspondences are incor-

rect. Zoom in to see the differences more clearly.

Our graph-cut based image compositing uses the flow confidence for assigning appropriate

labels to pixels. Watanabe’s frequency spectrum fusion technique fuses the high frequency

content everywhere leading to artifacts where motion correspondences are bad. Further,

their use of block DCTs introduces ringing and blocking artifacts.

Time shift imaging

Although advances in digital cameras have made it easier to capture aesthetic images,

photographers still need to know when to press the button. Capturing the right instant is

often elusive, especially when the subject is an exuberant child, a fast-action sporting event,

or an unpredictable animal. Shutter delay in cameras only exacerbates the problem. As a

result, users will often capture many photographs or use the motor drive setting of their

cameras when capturing dynamic events.

Given the input from a hybrid camera, our system can help alleviate this timing problem. We

assume the hybrid camera is continuously capturing a low-resolution video and periodically

capturing high-resolution stills. When the user “takes a picture,” the camera stores the

video interval between the last and next periodic high-resolution stills and also three high-
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A B

C D

Figure 5.16: Images (A) and (B) show high-resolution frames captured by the hybrid camera. Image

(C) shows an intermediate low-resolution video frame. Note that the eyes of the baby are closed in

(A) and the dog’s snout is far away in (B). A more photographic moment occurs in (C), where the

eyes are open and the snout is close to the face. Our system generates a high spatial resolution frame

for (C) as shown in (D) by flowing and compositing high-resolution information from (A) and (B).

resolution stills (two periodic captures and the one clicked by the user which is positioned

at some random time moment between the periodic stills). Using our spatial enhancement

approach, we can propagate the high-resolution information from the high-resolution still

to the surrounding low-resolution frames, thus producing a very short high-resolution video

around the high-resolution still captured by the user. This high-resolution image collection

enables users to choose a different high-resolution frame than the one originally captured.

We envision that the ability to shift a still backward or forward in time will make it easier

to capture that “blowing out the candles” moment, or that “perfect jumpshot.” Figure 5.16

shows a result for this application.
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To assess the utility of time-shifting, we performed a user study. In the study, 17 users were

shown 22 videos and, for each video, were asked to indicate with a keystroke when they

would like to take a snapshot of the action. Afterward, they were given the opportunity to

replay each video with a time slider to indicate which frame they had intended to capture.

On average, users had intended to select a frame different from their snapshots 85.7% of

the time. Further, informal comments from these users revealed that they would very much

like to have a time-shifting feature to capture the moment of their choice.

Temporal resolution enhancement

As mentioned in Section 5.7.2, by assuming linear motion between consecutive video frames,

our system can insert an arbitrary number of intermediate frames to enhance the temporal

resolution of a video. We show some results in the supplementary video [55]. Most previous

methods for temporal resolution enhancement [127] take this same approach. Our method

differs in the rendering phase.

Existing techniques use weighted averaging of warped frames to hide artifacts resulting from

bad correspondences. In comparison, our rendering method (i.e., graph-cut compositing

plus spacetime fusion) focuses on preserving the overall shape of objects and hence leads

to stroboscopic motion in regions where the motion correspondences are extremely bad.

This can be observed for the motion of player’s hand in the cricket clip (in supplementary

video [55]). Therefore, the artifacts of our technique are different from those of previous

techniques in regions where flow fails. Our technique may be preferred for enhancing videos

that involve objects like human faces where distortion and tearing artifacts would be jarring.

On the other hand, the distortion and tearing artifacts common in previous methods look

like motion blur for certain objects, which in turn makes their results look temporally

smoother for regions with bad flow. Like most previous methods, our method does not

remove motion blur present in the input video for fast moving objects, which can seem

perceptually odd when these fast moving objects are seen in slow motion.

We can also combine the spatial and temporal steps of our approach to produce spatiotempo-
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rally enhanced videos. We show several examples of temporal and spatiotemporal resolution

enhancement in the supplementary video [55]. The ability to insert intermediate frames also

allows the users to speed-up or slow-down different parts of a video using a simple curve-

based interface; a demo of which is also shown in the supplementary video [55].

Computational cost

We compute pairwise optical flow for a 640x480 frame in 3 minutes with a 3.4 GHz processor

and 4GB RAM. Doing forward and backward computation in each of the two steps means

4 optical flow computations per frame. In practice, we compute optical flows in parallel on

multiple machines. The graph-cut compositing for each frame takes around 30 seconds. The

spacetime fusion is performed on the whole video using a simple conjugate gradient solver

and the average time per frame is also around 30 seconds. We expect that this performance

could be dramatically improved with multi-grid solvers and GPU acceleration [30, 72, 129].

5.7.4 Discussion for dynamic scenes

We have demonstrated the power of combining an optical flow algorithm with an image-

based-rendering algorithm to achieve numerous enhancements to the spatial and temporal

resolution of consumer-level imagery. We hope that our work will encourage camera man-

ufacturers to provide more choices of hybrid cameras that capture videos and stills simul-

taneously. The combination of good hybrid cameras and software solutions like ours can

further bridge the quality gap between amateur and professional imagery.

Currently the capabilities of our framework depend on the quality of motion correspondences

produced by the optical flow algorithm. Unlike previous work, our method fails gracefully

in regions where flow fails, by defaulting to the low-resolution video in those regions. One

improvement would be to fill in detail with an learning-based super-resolution approach [49]

by using the intermittent high-resolution stills as training data. Improving the flow algo-
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rithm would also help, of course; as motion correspondence algorithms improve, we will be

able to apply our framework to a broader set of scenarios, such as videos with larger and

faster motion. We also envision using our framework to increase the temporal resolution

of high-resolution stills captured in motor-drive on an SLR. Additionally, the capability to

generate high spacetime resolution videos from hybrid input could possibly be used as a

form of video compression (i.e., storing just the hybrid video and doing decompression by

synthesis only when needed).
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Chapter 6

APPSTAB: APPEARANCE STABILIZATION IN IMAGE SETS

This chapter shows how gradient-domain techniques can be used to stabilize the appearance

of image sets of a common subject assembled from many different data sources containing

images captured under varying illumination, weather conditions, and camera settings.

6.1 Introduction

An emerging trend in computer graphics and vision is to leverage vast collection of images

freely available on the internet, to explore the space of problems that would be difficult to

solve without easy access to such large image-collections. The driving insight behind this

trend is that in data-rich fields, data-driven approaches can often provide effective solutions

to problems for which parametric solutions are either unknown or incredibly complex. This

insight is especially applicable in the field of computer graphics and vision where despite the

great strides made in recent years, problems involving image synthesis and scene analysis

continue to push the limits of, and often surpass, our current understanding of visual phe-

nomena. Given that our need to computationally understand and model the visual world far

exceeds our capacity to do so, it is not surprising that a thriving venue for current research

is in finding data-driven solutions for these difficult problems.

6.1.1 Large image collections in computer vision

Recently, Torralba et al. [124] demonstrated that simple non-parametric methods like near-

est neighbor search in conjunction with very large collections of images can be used to

tackle challenging problems like object and scene recognition, which were previously tack-

led primarily using complex parametric methods. Hay et al. [58] presented a method for
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automatic geolocation from a single, untagged image by leveraging a dataset of over 6 mil-

lion GPS-tagged images downloaded from the Internet. Kuthirummal et al. [76] developed

an algorithm for automatically recovering radiometric properties of a particular camera

model by analyzing numerous images posted on the Internet by users of the camera model,

thus eliminating the need for images captured under controlled conditions or physical access

to the camera model. Simon et al. showed that by analyzing thousands of photographs of

a tourist location taken by hundreds of different tourists, vision algorithms could automat-

ically infer high-level semantic information like a set of canonical views summarizing the

scene [109], or segmentation of interesting objects in the scene [108].

6.1.2 Large image collections in computer graphics

Similar to the vision community, the graphics community too has developed creative al-

gorithms that leverage large image collections to solve difficult problems. For example,

Hays et al. [57] advanced the state-of-art in image completion by developing an algorithm

that patches up holes in images by searching large image collections for image regions that

are not only seamless but also semantically valid. Lalonde et al. [79] expanded on this

idea to create an authoring tool that allows users to seamlessly insert new objects into an

image by simply specifying the object category and the approximate target location, upon

which the authoring tool searches for objects of that category in other images that could

be plausibly pasted onto the target image with minimal manipulation.

Another notable work among data-driven graphics applications is Snavely et al.’s [115]

PhotoTourism system, which enables virtual tours of popular tourist-destinations. Instead

of relying on a full 3D model of the tourist location, which would be difficult to obtain, or

simply displaying a collection of unordered photographs, which would be overwhelming to

the user, the PhotoTourism system obtains hundreds of tourist photographs of the location

from sites like Flickr and then estimates their relative 3D viewpoints. PhotoTourism uses

the viewpoint estimates to enable 3D navigation and exploration of the space created by

these tourist photographs in order to give the user an immersive experience of actually
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visiting the location. Sivic et al. [110] took this idea further by using image collections to

create a plausible virtual world on the fly, which is navigated using 3D controls like move

left/right, zoom, and pan to navigate a 3D space. The virtual worlds created by this system

are essentially simulacra, or copies without an original, synthesized by stitching together

bits and pieces of similar images to create a plausible 3D world that may not exist in reality.

6.1.3 Motivation for appearance stabilization

Graphics applications that are powered by large image collections tend to rely on images

freely available on the Internet, since it saves them the trouble of capturing enormous

amounts of data themselves. However, even when these internet image-collections contain

images of similar objects/locations, they exhibit an enormous amount of visual variance.

For example, images in large collections are usually captured by a wide spectrum of pho-

tographers that use different imaging devices and techniques. Images of the same location

might be captured from different viewpoints and during different times of the year under

drastically different lighting and weather conditions. Certain sources of variance in im-

ages make it difficult for an application to create an immersive user experience, especially

when the end goal to is to create a composite image, video, or virtual world, that appears

photorealistic, coherent, and seamless much like the real world.

While the underlying philosophy behind data-driven applications is that with enough data

the task of creating an immersive experience becomes as easy as finding the right set of

images, in practice, however, there is never enough data to create the desired result with no

additional manipulation of the source data. Hays et al.’s [57] system for image completion

uses graphcuts and gradient-domain techniques to hide transition seams between image

patches in the final composite. The PhotoTourism browser [115] uses planar proxies of

the underlying scene that stabilize scene geometry during image transitions in order to

make the navigation coherent to the user. In the follow-up work to PhotoTourism [113],

the navigation experience is further stabilized by searching for image-paths that exhibit

only gradual changes in appearance and viewpoint. This chapter specifically addresses the
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problem of appearance stabilization in image sets assembled from many different sources, a

problem that is common to many data-driven applications in computer graphics.

6.2 System details and results

Our algorithm stabilizes appearance across images by exploiting a well known bias of the

human visual system (HVS), which is that the HVS does not perceive absolute pixel values,

but instead relies upon local contrast and ratios [9, 11]. To stabilize appearance across two

images u1 and u2, our algorithm solves for two new images f1 and f2 corresponding to u1

and u2 but with stable appearance.

First, using an appropriate computer vision technique (discussed further in Section 6.2.2)

we establish a set of correspondences M , where a correspondence m specifies pixel pm,1 in

u1 is in correspondence with pm,2 in u2. The confidence in this correspondence is specified

by wm.

The stabilization is achieved using a weighted least squares optimization where the fidelity

of pixel values in the result (i.e., f1 and f2) to the pixel values in the source (i.e., u1 and

u2) is traded off in order to reduce the difference in values of corresponding pixels across

f1 and f2. As a result corresponding regions in f1 and f2 will have similar pixel values, or

appearance. However, to ensure that f1 and f2 still maintain semantic fidelity to u1 and

u2, the optimization enforces the difference between certain pixels in a result image to be

the same as the difference between those pixels in the corresponding source image, thus

reproducing the original contrast between these pixels in the result.

The energy function being minimized by the weighted least squares optimization is formu-

lated as follows:

E(f1, f2) = E1(f1) + E2(f2) + EM (f1, f2)

The term E1 encourages f1 to maintain semantic fidelity to u1 and is defined as follows:
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E1(f1) =
∑
p∈u1

w1(p)[∇f1(p)−∇u1(p)]2 + λ1[f1(p)− u1(p)]2

Here, w1(p) specifies the weight for gradient constraints associated with the pixel p in u1.

Image w1 is obtained by running the shadow edge detector of Finlayson et al. [45] on u1.

Finlayson et al.’s algorithm outputs a response close to 0 for pixels believed to lie on a shadow

edge and 1 for all other pixels. Thus the image w1 is a shadow mask used to selectively

down-weight constraints corresponding to gradients in u1 that give rise to shadows. The

motivation behind this weighting scheme is to trade off fidelity of shadows in f1 to shadows

in u1 in order to stabilize appearance between f1 and f2. The constant λ1 specifies the

weight for data constraints associated with u1 and is set to a non-zero value only in the

appearance transfer application (See Section 6.2.3).

Similarly, E2 is defined as follows:

E2(f2) =
∑
p∈u2

w2(p)[∇f2(p)−∇u2(p)]2 + λ2[f2(p)− u2(p)]2

The term EM in our energy function encourages corresponding pixels in f1 and f2 to have

similar values. EM is defined as follows:

EM (f1, f2) =
∑
m∈M

wm[f1(pm,1)− f2(pm,2)]2

where a correspondence m specifies pixel pm,1 in f1 is in correspondence with pm,2 in f2. The

confidence in the correspondence wm is used to determine the influence this correspondence

has in the energy function.

6.2.1 Handling multi-image sets

The optimization described above can be trivially scaled to stabilize appearance across

an image set containing more than two images. The only decision that is left up to the

application is determining image pairs in the image set for which correspondences are com-

puted and enforced in the optimization. In the case of videos our system only computes
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correspondences between consecutive frames in a video. In the case of the PhotoTourism

application [113] our system only computes correspondences between images with similar

viewpoints since the PhotoTourism browser choses to transition to photographs shot from

similar viewpoints when navigating away from the photograph currently being displayed.

6.2.2 Establishing correspondences

Based on the content in u1 and u2 we use an appropriate computer vision algorithm to

determine correspondences between the two images. For images of a tourist location, like

in the PhotoTourism application [113], we use the multi-view stereo algorithm of Goesele et

al. [53]. Goesele et al.’s algorithm is able to compute depths and correspondences for the

static portions of the image pair (i.e., the tourist attraction in the background) even in the

presence of variable lighting and occluders like people. Figures 6.1 & 6.2 show the result of

applying our appearance stabilization algorithm on PhotoTourism data.

For images that come from consecutive frames of a video sequence we use the optical flow

algorithm of Sand et al. [99] to compute correspondences. Figure 6.3 shows the result of

applying our stabilization algorithm on a video that suffers from spatially varying flicker

caused by chemical degradation of the original film and rapid exposure changes during the

original filming.

6.2.3 Appearance transfer

So far we have shown results that do not use data constraints (i.e., λ1 and λ2 set to 0).

However, data constraints in the optimization can be used to exert control over the resulting

pixel values in f1 and f2. By setting λ1 to a high value (e.g., λ1 = 100) we can force f1 to

have similar appearance to u1. Now if λ2 is set to zero, the remaining constraints encourage

f2 to take on the appearance of f1, thus achieving appearance transfer in addition to transfer

stabilization. Figure 6.4 shows a result of appearance transfer.
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Figure 6.1: The figure shows preliminary results from our appearance stabilization work. The first

row shows two input images. These input images are of the Trevi fountain taken under drastically

different illumination conditions. The scene in the left image is primarily illuminated by spot lights

on the ground. In contrast, the image on the right is illuminated by the sun in the sky. The second

row shows a result produced by our appearance stabilization algorithm. The algorithm stabilizes

appearance in the two images by trying to make them both look like they were captured under similar

illumination conditions with similar camera parameters.
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Figure 6.2: Our appearance stabilization algorithm being used in the PhotoTourism browser [113],

which enables 3D navigation and exploration of the space created by tourist photographs of a location.

The top row shows the browser using a simple histogram matching approach to stabilize the appearance

of photographs during navigation. The bottom row shows the browser using images produced by our

appearance stabilization algorithm. This result is best viewed in video format [14].

Figure 6.3: Appearance stabilization applied to a video suffering from spatially varying flicker. The

top row shows three consecutive frames from the input video. The bottom row shows the corresponding

frames in the de-flickered video.
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Figure 6.4: A result produced by our appearance transfer algorithm. The image on the right is

generated by fixing the appearance of the left input image and transferring its appearance to the

image shown in the middle column.

6.3 Discussion

This chapter shows the preliminary results from our work on appearance stabilization. We

plan to continue working on this problem as the results are still far from perfect. One

source of artifacts is the presence of sharp shadows in the source images. The scheme we

propose in Section 6.2 to down-weight constraints corresponding to gradients that give rise

to shadows in the source images improves the stabilization results. However, this down-

weighting scheme is unable to fully stabilize appearance when each source image has a

unique set of sharp shadows. We are considering a more aggressive approach of removing

shadows completely by setting these gradients to zero instead of simply down-weighting the

constraints corresponding to shadow gradients. However, detecting shadow gradients in an

image with precision is a challenging problem.

Another, problem we face is in stabilizing appearance of regions where there are no corre-

spondences to guide the stabilization. For example, in Figure 6.1 portions of the image on

the right retain their original appearance since no correspondences are generated in these

regions because the corresponding regions in the left image have been occluded by people.

We plan to tackle this problem by adding self-correspondences within an image in order to

use regions in which we have correspondences with other images to guide the stabilization

in regions which do not have such correspondences.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

The primary goal of this thesis has been to expand on the domain knowledge, power, and tools

available to the gradient-domain image processing community. Towards this end, Chapter 3

presents an optimization framework that generalizes many of the key insights on gradient-

domain image processing discovered by the computer graphics and vision community. Our

hope is that this generalized framework will make gradient-domain knowledge more acces-

sible to newcomers, thus allowing them to quickly gain a general understanding of the field

and contribute new ideas of their own. In Chapter 4 we show that the class of gradient-

domain problems involving a data term maps to the screened Poisson equation. A Fourier

analysis of this equation leads to a direct, exact, and efficient solution to the problem. The

analysis further illuminates general understanding of gradient-domain filtering by revealing

the structure of spatial filters that solve the screened Poisson equation and showing gradi-

ent scaling to be a well-defined sharpen filter that generalizes Laplacian sharpening, which

itself can be mapped to gradient-domain filtering. Chapter 5 introduces a gradient-domain

technique, which we call spacetime fusion, that has proved invaluable in video processing.

In Chapter 5 spacetime fusion is used to combine the temporal richness captured by low

resolution videos with the spatial richness captured by photographs, thereby producing

videos with the combined strengths of both data sources. Chapter 3 further shows space-

time fusion to be a general technique for applying image filters to videos in a temporally

coherently manner. In addition, we have released several gradient-domain tools (e.g., the

GradientShop API and applications [16], the fast Fourier solver [18]) with this thesis, in the

hopes that these software tools will foster continued application development and research

in this area.

A secondary goal of this thesis has been to increase adoption of the gradient domain among
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graphics and vision programmers by demonstrating its domain power in designing image

filters that might be unintuitive or difficult to implement in other domains. Towards this

end, Chapter 3 introduces solutions to several image filtering problems that have been pre-

viously pursued in other domains. Every solution to a difficult image-processing problem

presented in Chapter 3 has been written in less than 200 lines of C++ by leveraging the

GradientShop API [16]. By doing so we have tried to demonstrate that gradient-domain

solutions can be more effective, simpler to understand, and/or easier to implement than

their state-of-the-art counterparts in other domains. In fact, after a fifty minute lecture on

using GradientShop for gradient-domain image processing, a masters level class was able to

arrive at these gradient-domain solutions on their own, given simply the problem definitions.

Chapter 5 applies gradient-domain techniques to tackle the ambitious goal of automatically

enhancing low quality videos given a few high-quality photographs of the scene. Chapter 6

shows how gradient-domain techniques can be used to stabilize the appearance of image sets

of a common subject assembled from many different data sources containing images cap-

tured under varying illumination, weather conditions, and camera settings. The recurring

approach taken to application development in this thesis has been to leverage gradient-

domain techniques in making imperfect results produced by computer-vision algorithms

like multi-view stereo and optical flow visually palatable to humans, thereby demonstrating

gradient-domain filtering to be a valuable post-processing step for images manipulated by

computer vision algorithms.

While the main focus of this thesis has been on gradient-domain techniques for image and

video filtering, the work presented in this thesis also led to the development of new computer-

vision techniques that can be used to guide the application of gradient-domain techniques in

the absence of user input. For example, Section 3.4 introduces a novel long-edge detec-

tor whose output is used as a measure for local gradient saliency in the GradientShop

work. This measure for gradient saliency is shown to outperform other state-of-art mea-

sures for automatically identifying local gradients that give rise to salient features in an

image. Chapter 5 presents a multi-view stereo algorithm specifically designed to be used in

image-based-rendering applications. Chapter 5 also presents a two step optical-flow method
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that significantly increases the operating range of optical flow algorithms on data captured

by hybrid cameras (i.e., data comprising of a low-resolution video with intermittent high-

resolution photographs).

Finally, a personal goal of this thesis work has been to increase the agency exercised by

average users over their photographs and videos, i.e., to give the masses the ability to exercise

fine-level control over the appearance of visual media using high-level instructions that are

intuitive and require little or no manual effort. This goal has been driven by the belief

that everyone, and not just professionals, has a few good images, a few good visual stories

inside them. In the recent years, we have been excited to witness previously overlooked

constituents of the human collective finding their creative vent in online venues like Flickr

and YouTube. The quality of amateur content already on display in these online galleries is

a testament to the natural human gift, and thirst, for visual storytelling. What is needed for

further democratization of visual storytelling is a set of tools that will enable people to tell

their stories better without having to rely on a lot of technical know-how or manual effort.

The tools released with the GradientShop work are now beginning to gain traction among

several technical artists and image processing hobbyists. While the tools released with the

video enhancement work are yet to mature to the point where they can be used by an

average user on a desktop computer, the potential of these tools has generated considerable

excitement in the image processing community. At the time of writing, the supplementary

video for the work on static scenes [17] has alone been viewed over a half million times

and has been featured as the top story on Digg [37], Reddit [96] and Engadget [41]. There

has also been considerable interest from visual effects companies like Weta and open source

efforts like Blender in transferring some of this technology into their own projects. Our

hope is that these large scale efforts will someday translate into usable tools for the average

user in not too distant future.

7.1 Future work

We conclude this thesis with a discussion on research directions that might be fruitful in

expanding upon the work presented in previous chapters.
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7.1.1 User guided gradient selection

The work described in this thesis takes a two-pronged approach to image processing: (1) iden-

tify relevant gradients using computer-vision techniques, and then (2) process these gradi-

ents using gradient-domain techniques to create the desired effect. The user can exercise

some control over the process by modifying parameter values, but the process is mostly

automatic with the user placed outside the image processing loop. This approach is most

effective for tackling an image processing task with a well-defined goal and a vision algo-

rithm that can identify the relevant gradients. However, many forms of image editing can

be an emergent, explorative process for the user, much like painting. The user may explore

wildly different types of edits in different parts of the image, and the feedback for these

edits would have to be shown at interactive rates for the exploration to flow freely.

Fortunately, the technology for solving gradient-domain problems has reached interactive

speeds. Recently, McCann and Pollard [86] presented a GPU accelerated conjugate-gradient

solver that can solve a large class of gradient-domain problems at interactive rates for

megapixel-sized images. What is missing at this point is a simple, intuitive mechanism for

the user to select the innumerable local gradients that are relevant to the task at hand.

For example, if the user wanted to de-emphasize certain image features in order to draw

attention to the desired subject matter, the user should be able to specify the individual

gradients that give rise to these distracting image features with minimal manual-effort.

Once selected, these gradients could then be algorithmically modified to de-emphasize the

distracting features.

For tackling the problem of interactive, user-guided gradient selection we plan to take the

approach used by the interactive matting community. The work in this area [131] allows

the user to select an arbitrary object in an image by specifying a few example pixels in

the foreground and background. The user specifies example pixels using a simple painting

interface or by drawing trimaps on the image. The user input is followed by automatic

generation of a selection matte for the intended object, where the user intent is inferred

using image priors and learning algorithms like mixture models [112]. Errors in the selection
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matte are corrected by the user specifying more examples of foreground and background

regions, thus interactively improving the matte quality. We plan to take a similar, learning-

based approach to allow the user to quickly specify example gradients, which the system

would then use to infer user intent. However, specifying example gradients is a much harder

task than specifying example foreground/background regions, since these gradients can be

highly discontinuous and occur at different scales. Our hope is to allow the user to specify

example gradients roughly using a simple painting interface and then automatically inferring

user intent by grouping gradients under the user-drawn brush strokes using mid-level image

features like textures (e.g., response to Gabor filters [46]), edge length/orientation (e.g., the

long edge detector from Section 3.4), and various gradient statistics (e.g., median magnitude,

orientation). The learning algorithms would then be applied using these mid-level image

features to select the individual gradients that give rise to the high-level image feature

intended by the user.

7.1.2 Exploring low-level image features for high-level control

The work presented in this thesis mainly deals with demonstrating pixel-differences (e.g.,

first order image-gradients) as a useful low-level image feature that can be easily manipulated

by applications to exert high-level control over images. An exciting venue for research is in

finding other low-level image features, which might compliment or even expand upon the

power provided by the ability to manipulate pixel differences. One such low-level feature we

plan to explore is pixel ratios, or the ability for an application to specify the ratio between a

pair of pixels in an image. Like pixel differences, pixel ratios allow applications to manipulate

local contrast in an image by using the magnitude of the desired ratio between two pixels to

specify the contrast between them. However, unlike pixel differences, pixel ratios can also be

used to specify the sign polarity between two pixel values, since the sign of the desired ratio

specifies if the two pixel values should have the same sign or not. Therefore, applications

could use ratio constraints to specify whether the values of a pair of pixels should lie on

the same side or the opposite sides of the real-number line divided by the number zero.

Such ratio constraints could be valuable to image-segmentation type applications, which
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could solve for pixel values in the range [-1,1] and use ratio constraints to exert control

over the resulting segmentation. We also plan to explore other low-level features for image

processing, like – multi-scale gradients, higher-order gradients, and covariant derivatives

that have been previously studied by Todor et al. [52].

7.1.3 Mid-level image features for motion tracking

One of the core problems in computer vision is tracking motion between images – that is to

say, finding correspondences between pixels in two images. Given how ill-posed and difficult

this problem is, many specialized algorithms have been proposed to address the problem,

each with its own strengths and weaknesses. For example, optical flow algorithms can pro-

vide dense correspondences but only when the motion is small and piecewise smooth. Stereo

matching can provide dense correspondences for longer-range motion; however, the motion

is required to arise purely due to changes in viewpoint (i.e., ego-motion). Rotoscoping and

contour tracking can be used to track object boundaries over medium-range displacement,

however, these methods fail when the object topology changes rapidly.

Every one of the aforementioned motion-tracking methods rely on local images features like

pixel intensities and gradients when evaluating match candidates since detecting high-level

images features like objects is an incredibly difficult vision problem. We hypothesize that the

mid-level image features generated by our long edge detector presented in Section 3.4 could

prove valuable in improving the range and robustness of these motion tracking methods.

Our edge detector, unlike a discrete edge detector, computes for every pixel continuous-

valued features of the dominant edge underlying the pixel. It aggregates a variety of local

features – e.g., edge length, shape, and curvature - over an edge and makes these aggregated

mid-level features available to individual pixels.

It aggregates a variety of local features over an edge and makes these aggregated mid-level

features available to individual pixels; Features like – edge length, shape, and curvature.

These mid-level features could be used to augment local features like pixel intensity and

gradients to improve the quality of motion tracking algorithms.
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7.1.4 Computing scene motion and geometry for videos of dynamic scenes

In Chapter 5 we showed that a variety of high level video editing operations (e.g., object

removal, object touch-up) can be supported if the approximate scene geometry can be com-

puted from the video. The approach taken in Chapter 5 relied on multi-view stereo for

computing scene geometry and thus restricted the application of the system to videos of

a static scene. In Section 5.7 we extended the resolution enhancement capabilities of the

system to support dynamics scenes by using optical flow instead of multi-view stereo to

compute correspondences. However, since optical flow can only compute 2D correspon-

dences and not scene geometry/motion, the extended system was not capable of supporting

more ambitious video editing operations like 3D video stabilization and object removal for

dynamic scenes. Our goal is to eventually support these operations for common videos,

which requires computing scene geometry and 3D motion from a monocular video of a dy-

namic scene. The problem of recovering 3D shape and motion, or scene flow, has been

studied in the past by Vedula et al. [128] in the context of multiple video streams captured

using syncronized cameras. Our goal is to advance prior work on non-rigid shape/motion

reconstruction from a single video stream captured by a moving camera [125, 19].

Our observation is that majority of pixels in most videos tend to belong to static objects in

the background. An optical flow algorithm is unable to leverage epipolar constraints that

bound the motion of these pixels since it conservatively assumes the entire scene to be dy-

namic. Our goal is to build a hybrid motion correspondence algorithm that applies epipolar

constraints selectively to static portions of a video by leveraging all the data available in

a video to determine which pixels belong to static objects. For example, one technique to

detect pixels of static objects is to use a structure-from-motion algorithm to first acquire

the evolution of camera parameters over time and then identify which correspondences com-

puted using optical flow violate the epipolar constraints. Thus the hybrid algorithm would

alternate between detecting pixels of static objects using current motion estimates and then

refining motion estimates given the current distribution of static objects.

The hybrid motion correspondence algorithm described above would provide geometry and
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high quality correspondences for static objects in the video due to the selective enforce-

ment of epipolar constraints. Finally, to recover a geometric proxy for the dynamic objects

in the video, the system would solve for piecewise planar proxies under rigid 3D motion

whose 2D projection corresponds to the flow vectors computed by our hybrid motion cor-

respondence algorithm. The space of solutions for the geometric proxy could be further

constrained by the static geometry in the scene and common image priors. Our hypothesis

is that the quality of the scene geometry/motion thus estimated for dynamic objects in

a scene will be acceptable for most image-based rendering applications when augmented

with a proper gradient-domain post-processing step to suppress artifacts due to imprecise

motion/geometry estimates.
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Appendix A

GLOSSARY OF MAIN TERMS DEFINED IN CHAPTERS 3 – 6

u unfiltered image (i.e., input image)

f filtered, result (i.e., result image)

p an arbitrary pixel in f

Z filter function defined by application

[d, g, w] output produced by Z

g desired gradient-field of f (i.e., gradient constraints)

gx channel in g specifying the desired x-derivate of f

gy channel in g specifying the desired y-derivate of f

d desired pixel values of f (i.e., data constraints)

w weights for constraints in g and d

wd channel in w specifying the weights for constraints in d

wx channel in w specifying the weights for constraints in gx

wy channel in w specifying the weights for constraints in gy

E evaluates f ’s fidelity to d and g

Ed evaluates f ’s fidelity to d

Eg evaluates f ’s fidelity to g

Ev evaluates f ’s fidelity to the temporal coherence seen in u

e result of the long-edge detector on an image

el channel in e specifying edge length at each pixel

eo channel in e specifying edge orientation at each pixel
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Appendix B

PARAMETER VALUES FOR APPLICATIONS PRESENTED IN
CHAPTER 3

Application b c1

Simple sharpen 0 3.0E-002

Saliency sharpen 5 3.0E-002

Pseudo-relighting 9 1.0E-004

Non-photorealistic rendering 9 1.9E-002

De-blocking 0 2.0E-003

Sparse data interpolation 20 NA
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Appendix C

VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF LAPLACIAN SUBTRACTION

In Section 4.3.1, we showed that gradient amplification has a variational formulation that

maps to a sharpen filter. Here we show that a more common sharpen filter – Laplacian

subtraction (Equation 4.24) – can arise from another variational formulation. Consider the

following objective to minimize:∫ ∫
(f − u)2 − 2λs∇f · ∇u dx dy. (C.1)

We can isolate and expand the integrand:

LLS = (f − u)2 − 2λsfxux − 2λsfyuy. (C.2)

Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation, the minimizing function must satisfy:

2(f − u)− 2λsuxx − 2λsuyy = 0. (C.3)

Rearranging gives us:

f = u− λs(uxx + uyy) = u− λs∇ · u. (C.4)

which is exactly the sharpen filter based on Laplacian subtraction.

Note that we do not claim that the form of the objective function (Equation C.1) is unique.

Indeed, adding other functions that do not include f or its derivatives to the integrand LLS

will yield the same result. Rather, it illustrates one objective function that has intuitive

meeting and does lead to the Laplacian subtraction filter.

It is also instructive to relate the integrand LLS to the integrand in gradient amplification:

LGA = λd(f − u)2 + ‖∇f − cs∇u‖2 (C.5)

= λd(f − u)2 + (fx − csux)2 + (fy − csuy)2. (C.6)
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We can divide this integrand by λd, because it does not affect the minimum solution. Doing

so and expanding gives us:

LGA = (f − u)2 +
1
λd
f2
x − 2

cs
λd
fxux +

c2s
λd
u2
x +

1
λd
f2
y − 2

cs
λd
fyuy +

c2s
λd
u2
y. (C.7)

We can drop the terms that do not depend on f or its derivatives, since again these do not

affect the solution. Thus, we can omit c2s
λd
u2
x and c2s

λd
u2
y. After also substituting λs = cs/λd,

we arrive at:

LGA = (f − u)2 +
1
λd
f2
x − 2λsfxux +

1
λd
f2
y − 2λsfyuy (C.8)

= (f − u)2 − 2λs∇f · ∇u+
1
λd
‖∇f‖2. (C.9)

We can now see that the gradient amplification integrand can be related to the Laplacian

subtraction integrand very simply:

LGA = LLS +
1
λd
‖∇f‖2. (C.10)

Again, as λd →∞ while holding λs constant, the gradient amplification integrand becomes

the Laplacian subtraction integrand.
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